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SAN FRANCISCO

On September 16, 1976, the Cali)rnia court declared unconstitutionI the Davis "special admissions"
rocedure, as it was called, and
ｾｦｵｳ･､＠
to allow it to continue . The
alifornia court held the program
violates the constitutional rights of
onminority applicants because it
Hords preference on the basis of
lee to persons who, by the UniverIty'S own standards, are not as
ualified for the study of medicine as
onminority applicants denied
dmission.' ,
Allan Bakke had claimed he had
een made the victim of invidious
iscrimination because of his race
",hite), in disregard of the equal
rotection clause of the Fourteenth
.mendment. In upholding him, the
alifornia Supreme Court rejected
le practice of the University to take
lce into account. "Bakke," said the
)urt, "is entitled to have his appliltion considered without regard to
is race or the race of any other
op/ iean t. "
IF the Supreme Court is to dislarge its obligation to American
:x:iety, privileged and unprivileged,
s the Warren court did in the Brown
s. Board of Education case, it has to
nd a way to allow for affirmative
ction to qualify minorities for
:hool. Yet it can hardly be expected
) say quotas are constitutionally
Istified.
The Bakke case thus presents the
Jtting edge of our policies with

Bakke
respect to race . It is a classic
example of the mixture of precedent
ｾｮ､＠
politics. Aside from the legal
Issues IAterwoven under the rubric of
"Affi rmative Action," this case presents us with a typical instance of
Presidential political cushioning and
backpeddling
The justification for special admissions programs cannot be considered in isolation from the historical and social conditions that have
created the need for them. The
decisions of the Court - from Dred
Scott v. Sanford, 19 How. 393 (1857)
to Strauder v. West Virginia, 100
U.S. 303 (1880) to Brown v. Board of
Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954) and
beyond - amply record the efforts to
exclude racial minorities from full
participation in American life .
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS ｆａｾｉｌｔｙ＠
NEARS CONSTRUCTION PHASE
As the timetable for the Academic
Affairs Facility of the new Law
Center nears the construction phase,
efforts are increasing in tempo to
facilitate the smooth relocation of
Hastings student and staff offices
from the construction site to interim
office facilities. The actual "move"
will occur at the end of this semester.
Funding on the Academic Affairs
Facility (Phase I of the Law Center)
is almost complete. The Academic
Facility funding profile already contains a pledge from the State of
California Legislature for 510-511
million of the estimated $15 million
Academic Affairs Facility budget .
The remaining $4.25 million grant
has been received from the Department of Commerce. The grant contains a 90 day on-site "start clause,"
which means work will commence
before the end of 1977
The relocation of the Hastings
offices from 55 Hyde and 305 Golden
Gate to the interim site at 25 Taylor
must occur within a short time after
receipt of the federal grant. As Dean
McGuire explained, "Within 24
months, all federal monies must be
expended . We're thus talking about
three to four years as a schedule for
completing the Academic Affairs
Facility."
The student and staff offices will
be moved to leased office space
above the Golden Gate Theatre,
located four blocks east of Hastings
at the corner of Golden Gate, Taylor
and Market . Mr. Harry Simmons,
Director of Hastings Physical Plant,
has begun implementation of an
extensive interior renovation effort
at the 25 Taylor location .
The of ices at 25 Taylor will be

served by centralized elevators and
stairs The Mezzanine will house the
Copy Center and the Hastln&s Clinical Programs . Student Health Services and the Placement Office will
share the second floor Both Health
Services and the Placement Office
will have expanded facilities.
The third floor will house the
Financial Aid, Television, Housing,
Relocation and College of Advocacy
Offices . Dean Concepccion, Personnel, Physical Plant, and the Business
Services operations will be occupying the fourth floor .
The fifth floor will house the
student offices . The following student groups have received office
space: ASH, COM/MENT, HICLR,
BALSA,
P .A .D.,
H . I.C.A.P.,
L.S.C.R .R.C., the Dickenson Society
of International Law, the Native
American Law Students, the Asian
Law Students, the Clara Foltz Society, the Hastings Law News, La Raza
Law Students, and the Environmental Law Society .
The Development Program, and
Law School Relations will occupy a
suite of offices on a separate wing of
the fifth floor . There also exists a
possibility of acquiring needed additional office space on the sixth floor .
It appears that the relocatiorr from
the construction site to 25 Taylor will
not foist an insufferable burden on
the existing programs. As Maureen
Johnson, Director of Placement, observed, "The earliest that we move
will be sometime in January . Our fall
'on-campus' interview program will
not be affected . In fact, we're expanding at the Golden Gate to
include staff offices, a placement
library, and six interview rooms ."
Non·Profit Organization
u.s. POSTAGE
PAID
San Francisco, Ca.
Permit No . 10286

Bulletin Board
ANNOUNCEMENTS

ALPINE MOUNTAINEERING AND ROCK CLIMBING
Last year several students, men and women, who had IIOme previous climbing
experience but mostly interest, met thru an announcement like thia to arrange
weekend climbs and to discuss what alpine peaks interested us. There were IIOme
day climbs (Mt . Tam rock pitches , Lover's Leap), and two of them shook off
year-end catharsis over Memorial Day on their way up a little-used route between
the Winton and Hotlum glaciers on the north side of Shasta. Another went to
McKinley to consider routes on its North face and to check out its weather.
Since at Hastings climbers might never meet and find out that there are
potential climbing partners here at school who share the same strange schedule,
anyone who has some exposure or a serious interest in climbing is invited to
contact Morgan, 655-4942 .

STOMACH TAKES FIFTH
Nabbed with the goods, an alleged marijuana cigarette, a 20-year old North
Dakota man promptly swallowed the evidence.
Undeterred, Judge Everett Olson issued a search warrant for the "contents of
the stomach" of the suspect. A soggy cigarette was dredged up and sent to the
police lab for analysis .
Even if the cigarette turns out to contain cannabis sativa, the ACLU argues it
will be inadmissable as evidence. They cite a 1952 Supreme Court ruling which
states that examing a person's stomach without his or her approval violates that
person's constitutional rights against self-incrimination.
SCHLESINGER TO SPEAK ON INTERNATIONAL LAW

SPRING '78 BAR EXAM

Professor Rudolf B. Schlesinger will speak on "International Legal Studies;
Aims and Opportunities" today, Monday, October 3 at 4:30 in Room G. His talk,
sponsored by the Dickinson Society of International Law, is aimed at familiarizing
students with the scope of international law study as well as with the possibilities
for practice. First-year students are particularly welcome.

The dates of 21, 22 and 23 February have been set with the date of 1 November
as the last day to file a timely application. It is anticipated that applications will be
available at the Records Office after October 17th.
DISCOUNT HOOKERS' BALL TICKETS

NOW IS THE TIME IIII
A $5.00 advance payment when you join the Faculty and Students at Hastings in
Opposition to Nondecriminalization (hereinafter F.A.S.H.l.O.N.' will reserve one
discount ticket to the Fourth Annual Hookers' Masquerade Ball on October 28 in
Civic Center Auditorium . This will probably be the entire cost if enough people
(50) join F.A.S.H.l.O.N. This is a $7.50 savings over the pre-October 15 BASS
price and $10.00 over the post-October 15 BASS price .
Spouces, partners, friends and family of Hastings people ate welcome as
members of F.A.S.H.l.O.N., but please join before October 14, the last day group
discount tickets will be available. Contact Larry Tenney at Typing locker #99 or at
the table in the commons 11 :00 a .m . to 12:30 p .m. October 5, 7, 10 and 12. Come
& Hustle at the Hookers' Balll l !!

The International Fraternity of Phi Delta Phi will be holding its fall initiation on
Friday, October 7th, 1977. The ceremony will begin at 7:00 at City Hall. We will
then adjourn to a gala reception (location to be announced) featuring intoxicants,
dancing, general entertainment, and party favors .
We are striving to expand our membership, particularly among all you nice,
motivated people in the first and second year' classes. All interested people are
heartily encouraged to contact Nelson Barry, Magister (in person or through
Ｌ＠ ｓｨｾｬ･ｹ＠
Kramer, Vice-Magister (the same, except at locker #9), or
locker ＣＳＴｾＩ
any of our illustnous members, wherever possible.
An organizational meeting will be held at 12:30 on Wednesday, October 5th,
Room B, for the formalities of dues-paying and form-filling - please see Nelson or
Shelley for precise details.
Nelson Barry, Magister

REICH TO SPEAK

FIRST YEAR STUDENTS BAR REGISTRATION
Forms for First-Year students to register with the California State Bar are
available in Room Ill . HICAP SAN QUENTIN TOUR
Hicap will sponsor the annual San Quentin tour this year on Saturday, October
15. The tour includes dinner, and costs $4 per person, payable in advance. All
members of the commuiUty and their guests are welcome ; because of the limited
number of places , please consider signing up early. The tour is usually filled. For
further information or to reserve a place, please contact AI Giannini or Greg Kays .
Messages can be left at the HICAP office, Rm 265 00, in the HICAP box in the
mailroom or in 19Cker #870.

ｲＭｾＧＤ｟［Ｎ

Friends of Langley Porter present: Lecture - •'Rights of Self" by Charles Reich
(author of The Greening of America, and Prof. ofLaw at Yale). October 11, 8 p .m .,
at the Unitarian Center, Franklin and Geary, $3 students .
NATIONALBLUEJEANSDAY-FRIDAY, OCT.l4
Remember on Friday, Oct. 14th the National Gay Task Force is sponsoring their
Ｂ ｂｬｾ･ｪ｡ｮｳ＠
Da:( ' wh.en lesbians . an? gay men should make Ii special point of
ｨｾｵｬｩｮｧ＠
out thell' demms. The pOint IS consciousness raising. The idea was first
tned on college campuses, but now the N.G.T.F. is bringing it out on a national
level.

Ｎ ｾＬｲＭ［］＠

'-_-",""9j ＱｉｴＮ｣ｌ＾Ｇｓｾ＠
ＧｯｲｾＢＬＨＮ＠
1/

ｦＮｩＧ｜ｾ･＠

Ｎ ･ｯ､＠ ｢ｩｗｴ･ｈｫｬｙｾｕｲｮ｣ｧ＠
tlhle schofolhyear, except during holiday and
I . s, a
as mgs 0 ege 0 t e Law, University of California ,
198 McAllISter Street, San Francisco, California 94102 . Our phone numbel
Larry Falk
M
.
.
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are mailed to alumni, judges, law schools, law firms, libraries and lawyers
throughout the state of California
.
Th H .
' .
e
astmgs Law News as the Hastmgs student legal publication
serving . the entire ｬ･ｧｾＱ＠
community, serves as a platform for the
express IOn of student opinIOn, a mechanism for enhanced communication
｢･ｾｷｮ＠
Hastmgs and the organized bar, and as a public forum for articles
wfltten by students, faculty, staff, and outside contributors . The 1976-77
volume was designated the Best Overall Law School Newspaper in
California by the American Bar Association .
We encourage publication of divergent viewpoints . All manuscripts
or letters must be typed ､ｯｵｾＯ･＠
spaced on white bond .. ｾｨ･＠
Hastings Law
ｾ･ｷｳ＠
｡ｳｾｭ･＠
no responslbtllty. upon receipt of unsolICited manuscflpts .
© CopYflght 1977 by the Hastmgs Law News . All rights are reserved.
Postage paid at San Francisco, California.
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vertising Service [NEAS]. Additional AdvertisrepresenatlOn IS prOVided by [CASS] . Advertising inquiries should be
directed to Advertising Director, Hastings Law News, Hastings College of
the Law,. University of California , 198 McAllister Street San Francisco
California 94102 .
"
The opinions expressed are thosf' of the author. All submitted
manuscflpts must be Signed by the author. The views expressed are not
ｮ･｣ｳ｡ｾｴｬｹ＠
those of the Hastings Law News or of Hastings College of the
Law. ThiS IS a student publication .
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EVALUATION OF THE
CITY ATTORNEY CANDIDATES

LAW CENTER PLANS
Last year Hastings revealed its
plans to construct the Law Center on
the adjacent block bounded by Hyde,
McAllister, Larkin, and Golden
Gate. The plan was intended, in
part, to provide enough space to
satisfy the academic needs of Hastings, the present conditions being
very cramped with certain resources
inadequate. The Academic Building
was proposed to satisfy these needs .
The plans also contemplated a Legal
Affairs Building which would,
among other things, serve the legal
needs of the surrounding community, and a student plaza .
Hastings intended to use the entire block. Inner city conditions being
what they are, however, Hastings
realized, through the Environmental
Impact Report Process, that the interests of the tenants living on the
block were more important than a
student plaza. The project, as initially proposed, would have required
that twd hundred and ten tenants,
approximately sixty percent elderly,
relocate into other parts of the City.
The project, as presently proposed, would necessitate the relocation of the forty-two tenants living
in the Philadelphia and Eureka hotels which would be demolished to
make room for the Legal Affairs
Building. These tenants could be re-

located on the same block in the Madonna Hotel which would be reconverted from faculty offices back to
residential units
Hastings has come a long way in
responding to the needs of the community . However, there remain important questions to be resolved .
One involves the extent to which the
Academic Building will be designed
so as to minimize its energy requirements as required by the California
Environmental Quality Act, and in
such a way as to provide pleasant
surroundings . (The Academic Building is immediately proposed for construction in Phase I, while the Legal
Affairs Building will not be proposed
for construction for at least two
years, Phase 11.) Student involvement will have an effect. How much
effect will depend on the input which
students provide at this planning and
design stage of the project.
Anyone interested in providing
input into the Law Center Plan can
do so through the Environmental
Law Society. Look for notices of
meetings on the blackboards . If you
have any questions or ideas contact
Don Surgeon at 383-2436, or Ed
VVasp at 752-2565 .

The last election for San Francisco
City Attorney was 16 years ago . The
incumbent, Thomas O' Connor, ran
for the City Attorney' s Office uncontested and is soon to retire . The candidates for the office appeared at
Hastings three weeks ago to introduce themselves . They are George
Agnost, Gil Graham , and J ames
Reilly .
George Agnost has been a Deputy
City Attorney for twenty five years .
He is a graduate of Stanford Un iversity and Stanford Law School. He
is a member of the faculty at the
Hastings Center for Trial and Appellate Advocacy . He is also a former
Adjunct Professor of Law at the
University of San Francisco School of
Law . His candidacy is widely endorsed by members of the San
Francisco Bar Association .
Gil Graham is a public interest
attorney and has worked in many
areas of the city in Neighborhood
Legal Assistance and rose from
deputy coordinator to Chief Counsel
of the central city office .

Graham runs his campaign with the
slogan : " Get yourself a good lawyer ." Graham graduated from Harvard Law School and practiced law in
Denver before moving to San Francisco He wants to open the City Attorney' s Office to the public to rub
out what he calles a " closed club ."
He also claims that the City Attorney' s office at present is " always on
the other side of community causes"
and wants to change this .
James J . Reilly is a third generation San Franci scan . He graduated
from the University of San Francisco
Law School. Reilly has been a trial
attorney in San Francisco for 25
years . VVith this background he feels
in tune with the problems in the city .
His policy priority will be to subtract
from the City Attorney Office' s over
concern with property disputes and
to turn to problems with human
rights and the enforcement of ordinances protecting gays. The election
will be on November 8, 1977.

By Ed Wasp
Environmental law Society

DSIL FALL MEETING
On Monday, September 12 the
Dickinson Society of International
Law held its Fall Meeting . After
welcoming the new members, the
President reported on organizational
matters, on last semester's activities, and on plans for the coming
semester. His report \s summarized
below:
1. The Dickinson Society, presently located in Room 11 at 55 Hyde,
will move to Room 505 at 25 Taylor
St. by early October. Office hours
will be Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 3:40 to 4:40 after the move to 25
Taylor. Messages may be left there
or in locker 331.
The SOCiety officers are the President (Andrew Sorokowski) and two
Chairmen (Dick Archbold and
Nicholas Ulmer). Primary activities
are the Seminar on International and
Comparative Law (SICL), Curriculum action and Placement research .
The Society also participates in activities of organizatibns like the Association of Student International
Law Societies (ASILS), the World
Association of Law Students
(WALS), and Amnesty International.
2. Last spring, guest speakers
discussed Arab Oil policy, multinational corporations, the Indian
Treaty Council, and the European
Common Market. Curriculum action
involved taking a survey which revealed considerabJe student interest
in international law courses (specific
recommendations will be made this
fall). A Placement Panel, consisting
of representatives of the academic,
professional and government secｴｯｲｾＬ＠
provided insights into the job
market.
A Human Rights Project was initiated by DSIL in defense of members of the legal profession throughout the world who have been deprived of their basic rights . On April
20-23, several Society members at-

,

tended the ASILS convention and
helped out with the Jessup International Moot Court Competition . The
Society also joined the VVALS and
sent a member to the Association ' s
Manila conference last August .
3. Plans for the coming semester
include the drawing up of a Constitution and By-laws, which will include
procedures for the nomination and
election of officers next J anaury . For
purposes of greater efficiency, the
officers shall consist of a President, a
Vice-President, a Secretary and a
Treasurer.
The Seminar on International and
Comparative Law, which has already
met twice this semester, will normally convene Mondays at 4:30 in Room
219 . Future sessions will be announced .
Curriculum activity will include
course recommendations based on
last year's survey, as noted above .
Placement opportunities in international law will be discussed by
Professor Schlesinger today at 4 :30
(see announcement).
Finally, students are encouraged
to initiate their own projects through
the Society, as well as to cultivate
their personal international interests . Speaker suggestions are always
welcome. Language tables and gourmet expeditions provide practice in
ancillary skills . Social gatherings
afford valuable information as well
as comradeship. San Francisco offers
foreign bookshops, theaters and other
ways to combine leisure with an
international education . Students
may also consider the various summer law study programs held in
Paris, Oxford, Guadalajara, etc.
The Dickinson Society of International Law thus hopes to both broaden and regularize . its activities in
order to meet the demands of a
growing membership .
bv A. Sorokowski

NOTES FROM ABROAD
#1. THE HAGUE
[last summer, Hastings students
pursued their legal interests in far·
flung places like Paris, Manila and
the Hague. They exchanged views
with professors, lawyers and statesmen. They not only studied the laws
of various nations, but witness sed
their administration and experienced
the social reality that is shaping
them. The Dickinson Society has
asked some of them to report on their
adventures. We begin our series
with some ｯ｢ｾｲｶ｡ｴｩｮｳ＠
from a DSll
member who attended the Hague
Academy of International law.]
It is not exactly like "weighing a
barrel of horsefeathers against next
Thursday, " as Prosser might say ,
but a comparison of the European
and Anglo-American approaches to
law study does reveal tremendous
differences . This is immediately apparent to one attending summer
classes at the Hague Academy of International Law .
Started in 1923 with the support of
the Carnegie Endowment, the Academy each year sponsors two threeweek sessions in private and public
international law, as well as offering
opportunity for graduate lega l study
during the rest of the academic
year . The lectures, which are conducted in both English and French
(simultaneous translation provided) ,
are held in an annex of the Peace
Palace of The Hague in which the
Permanent Court of (International)
Arbitration and the International
Court of Justice - the principal judicial organization of the United Nations - sit.
The Academy boasts an outstanding faculty of guest professors from
around the world , but the credentials
of its students are equally· impressive. The student body is composed
of professors, lawyers, judges and
diplomats typically representing

over 60 different countries annually .
Only those who have studied law fClr
at least three years, or who have an
international experience acceptable
to the Academy are admitted to the
courses . However, certain exceptions
are made. Because of the support
given the Academy in the past by
Dean Rusk, the University of Georgia Law School regularly sponsors a
program for undergraduate law students . For these applicants the basic
requirements are waived .
VVhat about the series of lectures
itself? After listening to the very
clear and direct presentations of the
French and Swiss professors , the
overly exact and labored delivery of
the Dutch, the dogmatic approach of
two Italian legal scholars and the
elusive speeches of the Spanish professor, it was interesting to note the
European reaction to the American
faculty member, Professor Rosenberg of Columbia, who spoke on the
conflicts of laws .
First of all- and this is the basic
difference between the two teaching
methods - the European is used to a
more theoretical, rather than the
practical case-method lecture. Secondly, although the conflicts arising
among the laws of several states and
those arising among several countries are often equally applicable, the
former are far less glamorous . For
instance, a citizen of Colorado driving into Nevada and colliding headon with a driver residing in California stimulates the imagination far
less than the sinking of a Dutch ship
bound for England, laden with goods
manufactured in France . In any
event, al though the other members
of the class d id not fully take to Profe ss or Rosenberg's material , his
humor (an element not so readily
appa rent in the greater portion of the
more formal Engl ish presentations)
saved the day. and he was qu ite well
received . continued on page 4
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Community News
COMM/ENT AND BALA HOST
COPYRIGHT CONFERENCE
Congress in 1976 adopted a General Revision of the Copyright Law,
Title 17 of the United States Code .
They recognized that the new bill
will come into effect during an era of
accelerating technological developments in communications and entertainment, and that it would have to
be flexible enough to allow the copyright law room to grow and mature
during the last quarter of the twentieth century . Once such a piece of
legislation achieves Congressional
approval, it is immediately open to
challenge, improvement, and praise
from practitioners in the field .
The new Copyright Act will take
effect on January 1, 1978. With only
a few months left before' the Act's
inception, BALA (Bay Area Lawyers
for the Arts, Inc.) and COM/MENT,
a Journal of Communications and
Entertainment Law, sponsored a
conference at Hastings on September 17th and 18th to evaluate the
effect the new Act will have on the
technical, visual, and literary arts .
BALA is a nonprofit tax-exempt
organization which provides legal
help and referral for artists, performers, writers and arts organizations in the San Francisco Bay Area .
It has related programs of education,
publishing, and research on arts
law. BALA was conceived at a
meeting of artists and lawyers in
August 1974 to respond to the legal
needs of the Bay Area arts community . It is modeled after similar
organizations now active in New
York City and Chicago . BALA
opened its first office in Berkeley in
July 1975, and moved to its present
location in San Francisco in December 1976. (25 Taylor Street, San
Francisco, CA 94102,415-775-7200) .
BALA's primary goal is to provide
free legal aid and referral for indigent artists, performers, writers and
arts organizations in the nine county
Bay Area . Under a new program
recently approved by the California
State Bar, BALA also operates a
Lawyer's Referral Service for individuals and organizations who can
afford to pay . Between July 1975 and
June 1977, BALA assisted more than
1500 clients with legal problems such
as copyright, contracts, tax, nonprofit incorporation, tax exemption,
and more.
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ASH MEETING RECAP

president, subject to the approval
The purpose of the Copyright
NEW A.S.H. VICE PRESIDENT
of the Council.
conference was perhaps best stated
At the most recent meeting on
At the A.S.H. Council meeting on
by Hamish Sandison, BALA's sponSeptember
23, Peter nomi nated
sor. "The purpose of Copyright law September 16, Council President Chris Peeples, a third year A.S .H.
Peter
Bertrand
regretfu
lIy
anis to promote the creative arts .
representative. Having first acVisual artists, literary artists and the nounced the resignation of the
cepted with great reluctance the
elected
vice
president
Brett
Borah
like, rarely take advantage of copyresignation of Brett Borah, the Counright protection, and hence, the from the Executive Board. As is
cil then unanimously endorsed the
mandated
by
the
A.S.H.
Constitureason for this symposium," said
appointment of Chris Peeples, efSandison. An artist needs copyright tion, the President subsequently apfective immediately.
pointed
a
replacement
for
the
vice
protection because most of his income is generated by reproductions
of his work.
LAW NEWS AUDIT
Speakers commented on topics
ranging from the foundation of the
In response to an inquiry made by tration will depend on the results of
act, to an economic forecast of the a third year student present at the that audit.
Acting on the assumption that all
effect a 22 channel cable TV will most recent A.5.H. meeting on Sephave on the broadcasting industry. tember 23, it was learned that ad- records involved are public records,
Books, dramatic works, choreo- ministrativ'e action has been taken the A.5.H . Council then unanimousgraphy, pictorial, graphic, sculptural concerning allegations of question- ly passed a motion requesting of
works, motion pictures, TV, cable able expenditures made by members Dean Anderson that the results of
TV, musical works, sound recordings of the previous Hastings Law News that audit be made available to the
have all grown to dimensions worthy editorial staff during the last school A.5.H . Council and to any student
of statutory protection .
year . This action does not involve interested in seeing them through
the, Dean of Student Affairs Office.
Practitioners from most of these the 1977-78 Law News .
fields spoke and the general consenPeter Bertrand, A.5. H. president, The results of the audit were resus was that the Copyright Revision read to the Council two letters on the quested by October 17, upon receipt
Act has brought us both good news subject. The first was a letter Peter of the audit by Administratioo.
Editor's Note: The 1976-1977 Hastand bad news. The old act was had written Dean Anderson on Sepestablished in 1909 - therefore the tember 19, asking what administra- ings Law News Audit is now in prorevision was much in need. In some tive action, if any, was being taken gress. No final compilation has yet
respects the new Act suffers from concerning the allegations. Second, been prepared. When the audit is
impreciseness . One speaker noted Peter read a response he had just complete, we will fully detail the
that the act's provisions provide only received from the Dean. The Dean's allegations and action while ｲ･ｳｾ＠
a "psychological palliative" for cli- letter stated that, as a result of the ing basic due process safeguards.
ents, and fail to ･ｦ｣ｴｩｶｾｬｹ＠
enforce allegations, all of the Law News
On Friday September 30th, the
protection .
books and records covering the per- Hastings Board of Directors apCopyright revision may be chang- iod of August 1, 1976 through July proved Dean Anderson's suggestion
ing from a sexagenary revisionary 30, 1977 had been submitted to an that a Faculty/Student Committee
event into something resembling a independent auditing firm on Sep- be appointed to receive the resuhs of
continuous process. In the past tember 14. The audit is expected to the Audit, conduct hearings, and
quarter century, copyright has be completed by October 15. Further report back to the Board of Directors.
emerged as one of the most impor- action on the matter by the Administant areas of American property law . 1------------------------------;
As our society moves closer to that
phase of economic life called "post continued from pa/(e 3
industrial," where livelihoods are
The fact that the Academy is not great amount of new legal knowearned predominantly through the
sale of information, expertise, per- yet dominated by Americans affords ledge. What one does acquire in
sonal services, and artistic practices, one of the rare opportunities to be part attending the classes, hearings in
the extent to which copyrightable of a truly international group - and the International Court of Justice,
creations are protected can become better yet, on a professional level. It and social activities, is a fantastic
central to our national growth . The also means, though, that competen- exposure to the European approach
importunings of the copyright prac- cy in a second language is highly to the law, and obviously to Eurotitioners means that Congress has desirable, if not a prerequisite, for peans as well as to jurists from other
parts of the world . This in itself, to
yet to see the end of copyright reaping its full benefits .
Summing up, unless one goes to the one interested in pursuing a career
revision within this decade .
Hague Academy to pound the books in international law, is an invaluable
by R J P (and that is possible) the summer experience.
session does not leave one with a
by Claudia Brooks

UCSF DATEBOOK
Thursday, September 29, Film :
NIGHT AT THE OPERA, featuring
the Marx brothers as they bring
down the house. 7 p.m., Cole Hall,
513 Parnassus. UCSF students, free,
General, $1 .00.
Friday, September 30. Film:
CREATURE FROM THE BLACK
LAGOON . Shown in 3-DII, 7 & 9
p.m. Cole Hall, 513 Parnassus,
$1 .25/1.75 .
Tuesday, October 4. Film : THE
SEARCH FOR LIFE, explores DNA
and the beginnings of life. Noon,
HSW 301 , FREE .
Film: SHADOWS OF FORGOTTEN ANCESTORS, a Soviet film
whose beautiful photography helps
blend reality and folk legend . 7:30
p.m., Cole Hall, 513 Parnassus,
$1.25/1 .75 .
Thursday, October 6. Film : IN
THE BEST INTEREST OF THE

CHILDREN . The battles being
fought by lesbian mothers to keep
their children . Noon, HSW 301,
FREE .
Friday, October 7. Fi 1m: BLAZI NG
SADDLES . A Mel Brooks film with
Cleavon Little and Gene Wilder in
the wild West. 7 & 9:30 p.m ., Cole
Hal'!, 513 Parnassus, $1 .25/1.75.
Tuesday, October 11. Films: VIR
AMAT & WE ARE OURSELVES,
two films about gay people, with a
discussion with Jan Zobel and Rodney Karr . Noon, HSW 301, FREE .
Friday, October 14. Film: DOG
DAY AFTERNOON, AI Pacino tries
to rob a bank to help free his lover
from a mental hospital. 7 & 9:30
p.m ., Cole Hall, 513 Parnassus,
$1 .25/1.75 .
Monday, October 17. Performance: THE SF MIME TROUPE, in
their new play, The Hotel Universe .

Noon, MU Steninger GYM, FREE.
Tuesday, October 18. Film : DOLPHINS AND MEN explores littleknown facts about dolphins and their
relationships with people . Noon,
HSW 301, FREE .
Film : THE SILENCE. Ingmar
Bergman searches for the meaning
of life in a world where there is no
God. 7:30 p.m., Cole Hall, 513 Parnassus, $1 .25/1.75.
Thursday, October 20. Lecture:
ABORTION: WHERE DO WE
ST AND, with Melody Matthews,
Noon, HSW 301, FREE.
Friday, October 21. Concert :
DENNY ZEITLIN, with Mel Martin
George Marsh and Mel Graves. ｅｸｾ＠
peri mental keyboard jazz. 8 p.m.,
Cole Hall, 513 Parnassus, $2.50/
3.50.
Tuesday, October 25. Film: IT
HAPPENS TO US, followed by a dis-

cuss ion with Sadja Goldsmith. Noon,
HSW 301, FREE.
Film: GRAND ILLUSION, World
War I and the death of the European
aristocracy . 7:30 p.m., Cole Hall, 513
Parnassus, $1.25/1.75.
Thursday, October 27. Film: THE
LOST WORLD OF THE MAYA takes
us on a tour of an important religious
town and illumines the life of this
ancient civilization. Noon, HSW 301,
FREE.
Friday, October 28. Film: THE
EXORCIST . The shocker about demonic possession. 7 & 9:30 p.m.,
Cole Hall, 513 Rarnassus, $1.25/
1.75.
Monday, October 31. Film:
NOSFERATU. Made in the '20's,
this is still the classic vampire film.
Noon, Cole Hall, 513 Parnassus,
FREE..
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NEW RULES FOR S.F. SUPERIOR
COURT
The Rules Committee of the San
Francisco Superior Court has promulgated new local Rules of Court.
The Committee has also published
new law and motion, discovery and
pre-trial procedural manuals. Copies
are available from the County
Clerk's Office for $5.00 per set.
Judge Ira Brown, who drafted one
of the manuals, noted the following
changes in the Rules of Court:
1. Tentative rulings on Law and
Motion matters will be available for
counsel's inspection on the day
scheduled for hearing. Judge Brown
emphasized that tentative rulings
will not be available by telephone .
2. The prevailing party must prepare a written order within 10 days of
receiving a favorable ruling on any
motion, order to show cause or similar matter. Failure to comply is sufficient justification for nullifying any
order.
3. Counsel seeking a stipulation to
a continuance must report same to
the clerk no later than 3:00 p.m. on
the day preceding the hearing. No
continuances can be granted upon
date set for hearing, except for good
cause (upon a written request).

4. Moving papers must be filed
with the clerk at least nine days before the scheduled hearing unless an
order shortening time has been
granted (§16) . Under Rule 4.3(b), no
papers will be considered by the
Court unless they are' filed and
served at least two Court days prior
to the date set for hearing, except
upon a showing of good cause. When
papers are filed on the last permissible day, an extra copy must be delivered to the clerk of the Law and
Motion Department. Filed no longer
means "mailed for filing " or "given
to a messenger for filing ."
5. Judge Brown emphasized the
new rule that matters noticed for
hearing on official Court holidays
will not be continued by the court
automaticalfy to the following day .
The hearing must be continued by
stipulation or renoticing .
6. All discovery motions will be
heard by the Court Commissioners
and Assistant Court Commissioners
as temporary judges unless objections are made at the time the discovery calendar is called.

LAWYER MALPRACTICE
INSTITUTE
CH ICAGO, Sept. 26 - An American Bar Association National Institute will examine the professional
liability of trial lawyers during a twoday ｾ･ｳｩｯｮ＠
in San Francisco's Mark
Hopkins Hotel Oct. 27-28.
Issues to be considered include .
• Potentially actionable conflicts
of Interests for lawyers in litigation
cases
• Extent of liability for a lleged
errors of judgement during li tigation .
The institute, sponsored by the
ABA ' s Section of Insurance, Negligence and Compensation Law, IS
patterned after a highly successful
institute held in New York City last
May 5-6.
Section Chairman Robert D
Young , Hartford , Conn , said lawyer
professional liability law is in a
formative stage and the institute is
geared toward helping trial lawyers
achieve client satisfaction while
avoiding accusations of malpractice .
Faculty members in addition to
Young will include Prof. Walter H.
Beckham, University of Miami Law
School; Tom H. Davis, Austin,
Texas, president, Association of

Trial Lawyers of America; Donald M.
Haskell, Chicago, vice chairman,
ABA Section of Insurance, Negligence and Compensation Law.
Also , Darrell L. Havener, Kansas
City, Mo ., president, International
ASSOCiation of Insurance Counsel;
U.S. District Court Judge William
M. Hoeveler, Miami , Ronald E.
Mallen, San FranCISco, co-author,
" A Treatise of Legal Malpractice;"
Francis J . McCarthy, general counsel , The Travelers Insurance Companies , Hartford, Conn .
Also , Duke Nordlinger Stern, executive director, The West Virginia
State Bar, Charleston , W Va , and
John J. Thomason, member of the
law firm of Thomason, Crawford and
Hendrix , Memphis , Tenn . For further Information please contact ABA
National Institutes , 1155 E. 60th
Street, Chicago, 111., phone 312/
947-3950

Peter lived in a neighborhood that
was so exclusive that it was just as
tough to get out of as into .
As an example, when Peter decided to sell his house, he discovered
the existence of an ordinance that
prohibited any resident from erecting a "For Sale" sign on his
property.
Taking exception to the ordinance,
Peter attacked its validity in court.
"If I were a 'For Sale' sign," he
told the judge, "I'd complain that I
was being discriminated against.
After all, no other kind of signs are
prohibited by the ordinance . Consequently, it's unconstitutional, particularly since it prevents me from
selling my house"
" A muniCipality, " responded a
local officer, "has the right to
regulate the erection of signs for the
purpose of public safety and for
esthetic reasons And in this case,
'For Sale' signs are prohibited for
both reasons . They look terrible and
are likely to distract motorists .
Therefore, the ordinance IS both
reasonable and valid ."
IF YOU WERE THE JUDGE, would
you uphold the validity of the ordinance?
This is how the Judge ruled : NOI
The judge said that the ordinance,
which only prohibits "For Sale"
signs, is unreasonable since it cannot
be said that a " For Sale" sign affects
the beauty of a community any
more than any other type of sign .
And as far as such signs being a
distraction to motorists, they are no
more distracting than Christmas
decorations , which are not prohibited by any ordinance. Consequently, concluded the judge, the ordinance is an unconstitutional invasion
of Peter's property rights. (Based
upon a 1972 New York Civil Court
Decision)

THE UNHAPPY CLIENT

WHAT'S THE LAWl
THE EXECUTIVE FOOTBALL FAN
Harvey was such a lover of professional football that he attended all
home games and was hoarse all
season. In fact, as the vice president of a large corporation, he
bought a season pass and took many
of his firm's customers to games
with him to help him cheer.
The loudest yell he emitted, however, was in his office, when hf!
reSigned his position and the president of the corporation wanted him
to turn in the football pass along with
such other items as the key to the
executive washroom.
"You're mad!" roared Harvey. "I
won't do it. You can have my life, but
you can't have my football pass. It's
mine. It was taken out in my name
and it's my property . Those passes
are tough to get."
"It may have been taken out in
your name," answered the president
of the corporation, "but it was the
firm that paid for it. And the firm
paid for it because you were entertaining customers with it. Therefore,
it's corporate property and you've
got to give it back."
Harvey, however, was more apt to
part with his wife than give up the
football pass and the dispute ended
up in court.
IF YOU WERE THE JUDGE,
would you make Harvey give up his
beloved football pass? This is how
the judge ruled: YESI The judge
held that although Harvey bought
the pass in his own name, since it
was paid for by the corporation and
was used to entertain corporate
customers, Harvey must be deemed
to have purchased the pass in behalf
of the corporation. Thus, concluded
the judge, it belonged to the corporation and he had to give it back.
1, (Based upon a 1968 Louisiana Court
of Appeals Decision)

THE CASE OF THE INVISIBLE
ILLNESS
Glorja was 47 years of age and
could still draw whistles . What she
couldn't draw was a paycheck. She
suffered constantly from a severe
pain in the back, which was largely
in her head, and thus was unable to
hold a job.
A hypochondriac who didn't enjoy
poor health, Gloria applied for disability payments under Social Security. Turned down, she took the
matter to court.
"Believe me," she told the judge,
"I'm in terrible shape. If I was a
horse, I'd be headed for the glue
factory by now . I'm just an old nag ."
"The truth of the matter is that
Gloria is actually in better condition
than most people are," responded a
government attorney . "And while
she does have a very minor back
problem, it really doesn't hurt her as
much as she thinks it does. For the
most part, it's imaginary
"Therefore, there's no real reason
why Gloria can't work and there's no
reason why she should collect disability payments ."
IF YOU WERE THE JUDGE,
would you put Gloria out to pasture
With disability payments?
This is how the judge ruled : YES!
The judge held that a person with
severe hypochondria might experience pain so intense that it would be
totally disabling . And, he pOinted
out, if supported by competent evidence, such a person would be
entitled to receive disability benefits
under Social Security. In thiS case,
concluded the judge, while Gloria's
back problem might not disable a
normal individual, to her it apparently was crippling. (Based upon a 1966
U.S. Court of Appeals Decision)
THE PROHIBITED SIGN

Horace was an attorney who was
proud of his calling . What one of his
clients was calling him, however, he
didn't like.
.
It seemed that the client was dissatisfied with the manner in which
Horace had disposed of a matter for
him and, as he passed through
several bars, the client appraised
Horace as a "nut" and a "screwball."
Taking exception to the client's
characterization of him, Horace sued
the client for defamation, claiming
injury to his personal and professional reputation .
"A lawyer's reputation is his most
prized possession," complained Horace in court. "To call him a 'nut'
and a 'screwball' is like stabbing his
reputation in the back. Instead of
losing blood, however, he loses
clients - and that's even worse ."
" He's gotta be kidding ," responded the client. "Calling a person
a 'nut' or a 'screwball' isn ' t bad at
all. In fact, some people even use
those terms with great affection
Horace is just too sensitive The
truth is, his reputation is no worse
than it ever was. "
IF YOU WERE THE JUDGE,
would you make Horace's client pay
for defaming him?
This is how the judge ruled NO!
The judge held that the terms "nut"
and " screwball" do not connote
disgrace or reprehensibility . At
most, noted the judge, they are
epithets describing a "peculiar or
eccentric" person . And, concluded
the judge, while the terms may be
abusive, they amount to no more
than harmless name-calling and are
not defamatory. (Based upon a 1969
Illinois Court of Appeals Decision)
by Jack Strauss, LL.B.
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IN FLIGHT
" Ram maIIes qwte II racilet;" Man."
Everything was wet. The rain commenced at
dawn, aborting the sunrise and leaving in its place
a grey sludge , a smeary afterbirth blotting the
morning sky .
Water collected in any cavity available, huddling in potholes to catch its breath, ｢ｾｦｯｲ･＠
bei.ng
rushed away alongside curbs pressed Into service
as urban river banks .
Heavy, thick air hung in clumps. As Raleigh
trudged toward the car, the weight of the
humidity pressed against his chest. When he
breathed, the oppressive air felt like dank
dripping sponges in his mouth and lungs . ｾ･＠
wished he had gills , to extract the oxygen . HIS
yellow windbreaker was soaked through ｾｮ､＠
clung unmercifully to his shivering, clammy skm .
Raleigh reached the car and oozed in . His three
friends sloshed up a second later, quickly joining
him in the auto's refuge . The engine shuddered,
then complained, but rolled bravely over and they
were off.
Overcoming their dampening by the deluge,
the spirits of the riders rekindled in anticipation of
the afternoon. Dana and Bruce had declared
themselves world doubles champions, precipitating a prompt challenge by Raleigh and his
partner, Valiant. Because it was Friday, and
because they would play on indoor courts, the
rainly day could cast no clouds upon their buoyant
moods .
In Val's clunky Audi they traversed the Golden
Gate, its towers decapitated by the henchman
sweep of the storm . Water skimmed off the car's
hydroplaning wheels, skidding them toward
Marin .
Arriving at 4:00, the four friends dashed out of
the car and into the tennis club. While Bruce tried
to decipher the intricacies of the club's reservation system, Val, Raleigh and Dana changed into
their tennis gear and toured the facilities : a
steamy Olympic pool, ] acuzzi, pro shop and, aha,
a bar.
"Let's have a little pre-game warm-up,"
quipped Dana, so the three strode into the barroom. Bruce followed them in, explained that
there would be a few minutes wait, and ordered
himself a beer.
Behind the solid oaken bar leaned a morose and
laconic bartender. He was so coursely-hewn that
he seemed out of place in genteel Marin. A
product of nepotism, thought Raleigh. He must be
somebody-or-other's brother-in-law . The bartender growled toward Bruce.
"You ain't kidding me; you ain't 21 , sonny."
Admittedly, Bruce was fair-haired and affable;
his boyish smile was an asset everywhere except
California's bars. So he travelled prepared:
''I'll be happy to go out to the car and get my
I.D."

From under dark shocks of eyebrows, the
barman's eyes bulged, and he retorted,
"Hey sonny, I've got no time for your tricks."
Bruce leaned over the counter and placed his
hand, somewhat patronizingly, on the bartender's
shoulder. Whack! The barman roughly chopped
Bruce's hand away and clutched his shirt.
"Don't you ever touch me again, kid, " he
rasped, then appeared to be controlling a
spasmodic attack, or fit .
This exchange happened so suddenly, so surprisingly, that like a thundering wave which has
spent its energy in a suicidal crash against the
rocks, it left in its wake, utter silence. Bruce, with
gaping mouth, sat stunned alongside his equally
astounded friends . The bartender averted his
eyes then choked, sputtering bubbly saliva onto
his bristly beard, where it stuck like fish eggs
pasted on slimy seaweed. Seconds later he
dragged his carcass out of the barroom and into
the storm.
Rain splattered onto the clubhouse roof in eerie
staccato syllables . The incident consumed their
attention, until Val rose, returning with the
information that their name was no further down
the waiting list then when they'd flfSt signed.
Bruce, sole club member of the group, charged
out to address this second affront. Negotiations
with the desk clerk proved futile , so the would-be

tennis players determined to wait their turn
courtside .
Walking inside, their senses were ･ｮｾｵｬｦ､＠
by a
guava glow which permeat.ed the enure ｾｯｭ･､＠
tennis structure, transformmg each player stan
into a scaly Martian complexion.
..
Despite this mutation, the ｰｬｾｹ･ｲｳ＠
ｷｾｲ･＠
ｉ､ｾｮｴｬ
ﾭ
fiable as inhabitants of Mann. Thelf Adldas
warm-ups stretched when they did, their crisp,
tight haircuts stayed in place, and when they left
the court their sleek powerful Porsches would
propel them to glass against. star-studded c?n.dominiums packed on golden hills . These ｍｾｭｬｴ･ｳ＠
really do live in another world, mused Raleigh.
But for the Marinites (whose motto is "mellow
at all costs"), something was amiss. The courts,
having been flooded by the Friday ｴ･ｮｩｾ＠
rush
driven inside by the storm, were an object of
much squabble . Normally cordial Marinites
voiced opinions hot enough to have heated the
pool. And their antagonists told them to go soak
it.
As tempers boiled over, so did the atmosphere
inside the dome. Feeling mugged by their surroundings, Raleigh and his friends waited glumly.
An hour passed, then another. Since courts
changed on the hour, they faced the prospect of
waiting until 7:00, but at 6:40 the party ahead of
them left the court.
The players loosened up, then began the flfst
set. Screaming yellow tennis balls streaked like
rays from racket ray guns, only to be reflected
back . Bruce smashed an overhead into the far
corner, narrowly missing a rather substantial
middle aged woman . Startled, she blurted,
"It's 7:00 , time for the courts to change."
Bruce walked over, circled his arm around her
(the kid never learned!) and explained the obvious
-the foursome had just begun to play at 6:40 so
their turn would not end until 8:00.
But she had a tournament tomorrow, she
snorted, and it was her turn to use the court. With
reddening face, she hopped anxiously in her frilly
tennis skirt which stretched tightly over her
corpulent proportions. Her anger inflated her
further, thought Raleigh, until she looked like a
hippopotamus ballerina from Walt Disney's 'Fantasia. Raleigh was suddenly possessed by the
Nutcracker Suite. Amused, he relished the
imagery.
''I'm going to have to get the manager," she
exasperated, and pirouetted awkwardly out the
door. There was now no doubt that the courts
were a battleground.

They had just resumed play ｷｾ･ｮ＠
several
｡ｴｾｫ･､＠
people moving in spearhead ｦｾｲｭ｡ｴＱｯｮ＠
the court. This time Dana, Raleigh and Val Jomed
the verbal scuffle . With solid, sensible advocacy,
Dana explained their 2 '11 hour wait, the court'S
vacancy twenty minutes earlier, and that their
name was ahead of the " young lady's" (who'd
waited but ten minutes).
But on this rainy day, well-articulated logic was
washed out. Although not posted on the grounds,
there was a club rule which required their
presence by the reservation desk ten minutes
prior to the hour, for court call.
" But we were playing . . . should we have
stopped playing to ... whaddya mean court call ..
. " and Bruce became abusive .
Raleigh noticed the woman in the ballerina suit
that her
grinding her teeth together so ｩｮｴ･＿Ｑｾ＠
canines and fillings seemed to be chippmg out of
her mouth in little white and silver shavings . How
fascinating people become when they're angry,
Raleigh thought. Anger becomes their puppetmaster, manipulating them like puppets on
tightly-held strings , contorting their limbs and
features in ugly jerking mptions . He'd never seen
a person who was more attractive when angry, but
they certainly were amusing to watch.
Mter one particularly violent flail of his arms,
Bruce noticed Raleigh's smile, and caught the
joke. With a satisfying shrug, Bruce ｡ｭｾｬ･､＠
off
the court, followed by his friends . Although they'd
played but twenty minutes , the loss was compensated by a smug righteousness. Equity was in
their favor . But they had deferred to the absurd .
Outside the courts, the manager continued to
propound the rules of hourly court change . Dana
and Raleigh walked past him and plunked down
beside a cute little blonde girl dressed in green
velour tennis outfit.
"I'm eight and I'm spoiled," she announced.
"Is that right?"
Dana laughed. Then he turned to Raleigh and
asked,
"Does rain always have this effect upon people
in Marin?"
The little girl answered for Raleigh with a
dimply grin. She pointed a chubby finger toward
the pool, then looked up with youthful face as yet
unformed, and said,
"They never change the water. And people pee
in there."
Dana and Raleigh nodded knowingly. There
was dirty water all over Marin.
by Peter Nelson

EDIBLES
Scott's Seafood Grill lltui Bar
2400 Lombard

567-7725
It began with the dodgers winning the pennant.
It was a good bet, finding a friend willing to take
the reds at the all-star break even though L.A.
was up by 8 'h games . The bet was dinner at winner's choice of restaurant, that choice being
Scott's. Scott's is a highly reputed representative
of the new wave of seafood restaurants that
abound in San Francisco. They do not take reservations, and a two hour wait seems to be common.
Even though we arrived at 10:00, we had an
hour and a quarter wait for a table. It seemed well
worth it, the bar was well stocked and the atmosphere was very modern and clean, almost english
in nature. Finally the hostess seated us with that
patent smile (even though she had obviously
seated other people with "pull" ahead of us) you
get when you have waited long enough for her to
be polite .
Dinner began with Shirmp Bisque. Normally
this is known as a mild seafood soup, delicately
seasoned and laced with sherry. Not so. It was
unclear if the cook had gone nuts with the tabasco
sauce, the salt, or if the soup had overcooked all
evening to the point where most of the delicacy
had long since boiled away. It was too spicy to
eat more than half the bowl, and that only with
large quantities of water.
The bread was quite excellent. There is not

much that can go wrong with fresh San Francisco
Sourdough.
Then the waiter informed us salad would be
slow in coming. Although it was only a bit past
11 :00, the kitchen was obviously beginning to
shut down. Finally, dinnner came, before the
salad. The choice for the evening was a seafood
basic, broiled salmon with hollandaise sauce . The
salmon might have been broiled, but did not taste
like it. It had obviously been placed in the oven for
quite some time as it dried out considerably. The
hollandaise was way too heavy on the egg yolk,
lacking in butter, and ran miserably. Along with
the fish was a rich dish, a yellowish (an aborted
attempt at curry perhaps) ill-spiced dish with a
few almond slivers poking through. A taste somewhat akin to Rice-A-Roni.
The salad, though late, finally arrived. It was
well laid out, basic lettuce, cucumbers, and
tomatoes, but the dressing was heavily made with
anchovies to the point of ruining the salad.
At least the house wine, a Sebastiani Chablis,
calmed me to the point of leaving without screaming. I would have if I was paying for this meal as
the tab ran close to $30.00 without tip. It was a
shock to find a meal' of this caliber served at what
is supposedly one of the finest seafood houses in
the area. Perhaps it should be noted that it was
late in the evening. Either way, it still does not
provide an excuse to serve a meal that poor for
that price.
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MUSIC IN YOUR EARS
Steve Marlin
Lets Get Sma/J

This man !s just getting too popular. Last year
was ｰｬ｡ｾｭｧ＠
the boarding house , where this
bve album IS recorded. Today it is Vegas b'
halls, hosting ｴｾ･＠
Tonight show, the good ｬｩｦｾ＠
ｯＯｾ＠
p.opular comedian who plays the banjo on the
side.
He is crazy. Perh.aps that explains his uncanny
control of the audience. Most jokes are anticipated. but the crowd who know most of his
matenal and roar in laughter at each line. And
.
I'me of the album so aptly states
U
the openmg
"Hey, this guy is really good."
'
The only fear many people had was the loss of
Manin's great visual effects in the limited form of
an album (see the cover photo complete with false
ｮｾｳ･＠
ｾｮ､＠
balloon head for example). Indeed, the
ｶｾ､･ｯｬｳ｣Ｌ＠
supposedly in our near future, would fit
hiS performance quite well. His material does
prove funny enough to get by on recotd and an
excellent mixing job authentically ｲ･ｰｯ､ｾ｣ｳ＠
the
live show feeling.
ｍｾｲｴｩｮ＠
is alternately outrageous, common,
､･ｳｾｬ｣｡｢Ａ＠
plays a mean banjo, and leads a great
ｾｵ､ｬ･ｮ｣＠
smg-a-Iong. The only problem he faces
IS thiS; he has been doing these routines for a few
ｹ･｡ｾｳＮ＠
ｮｾｷＮ＠
!his. ｬ･ｾ､ｳ＠
to the audiences great
famlhanty With hiS hnes. For a while the Firesign
Theatre was able to capitalize on this audience
participation game, where everyone knows most
of t?e li?es. Sure, you can laugh when Martin
ｾ･ｧｭｳ＠
hiS ｦｾｯｵｳ＠
"Excuse Me" routine,. and get
mto the anticipation he builds, but after the 10th
or 15th it may not work . It didn't for the Firesign
Theatre. Even the best comedians cannot build a
career on one albums worth of material. Unless
Martin finds newer material of the same caliber as
on this album his bright career may be a short
one.
ｾ･＠

"BRIEF RESPITE"
ｾ＠

Editor's Note: We take great pleasu,.e;" presil1lti1Jg
this flew column,
The symptoms are generally the same; it's
Friday afternoon and the eyes refuse to read
another word, the mind settles into a comfortable
low gear, and the old urge creeps up, the urge to
be someplace else. Cure for such a victim lies only
in the feeling of motion, in a car, on a bus, even
walking on a road to somewhere new.
The reasons for ignoring these symptoms are
also generally the same. A dedicated student has
a garden of excuses to choose from; not enough
money, no idea where to go, and no notion of what
to do if one were to go anywhere. While acceptable, they tend to result in an unacceptable self
denial, hence this column .
There will be no guarantees, and one must
always take into consideration discrepency in
tastes between the writer and the reader.
Sometimes the articles will be flowery with
enthusiam and others will be pans. But there will
be plenty of suggestions, and sometimes that is
all the victim of the wanderlUSt will need to set him
or her on the way.
All of the destinations will be close enough to
the Bay Area to be practical weekend excursions,
and they will probably all fit into the strapped
budgets that are the rule at Hastings. Suggestions
will be bountiful, and it is hoped that some good
respites will result.
V.M.

Ron Carler Quintet
Piccolo

It is difficult to earn the title of virtuoso. Mter
attaini?g ｷｩ､･ｾｰｲ｡＠
acclaim as the leading
acoustic baSSist 10 all,of jazz, Ron Carter has foresaken his traditional instrument for somethmg
called the piccolo bass .
The piccolo bass is a half size bass which was
deVeloped in the 18th century and then forgotten .
When Carter learned of the instrument he
for
became so fascinated that he had one ｭ｡､ｾ＠
him, and is the only person playing one regularly
today .
The sound that the piccolo makes is still that of
a bass but Ｎｩｾ＠ .a higher register allowing Caner
greater flexibility as a soloist. The new Ron Carter
quartet provides him with the greatest vehicle he
has assembled to use the bass as a lead instrument.
To call this band veteran would be an understatement. Together, all four musicians have been
playing regularly since the late 1950's. Carter is
best known for his long stint with Miles Davis,
although his contributions with other bands could
fIll this page. Pianist Kenny. Barron, bassist
Buster Williams, and drummer Ben Riley round
out the quartet. Together, a roster of whom these
musicians have played with would read like a
who's who of jazz.
Although a two bass format has been used in
the past, this unique combination of traditional
and piccolo bass gives the quartet a beautiful
sound. As both bass players solo extensively, they
can provide sUppOrt and counterpoint for each
other. Together Carter and Williams exchange
passages often, one sliding up the frets, the other
down , to create sounds far beyond that of an
average bass.
Carter has taken the bass away from its
traditional suppOrt role. He is experimenting
widely with the use of a bow. With it he makes the
piccolo wind and shimmer, and then employs it in
a staccato fashion, hitting the strings with the bow

SARATOGA

The calendar declares autumn, but Saratoga is
reluctant to follow suit. With the sun still shining
hot and long every day, Saratogans willingly
succumb to the temptation to prolong the
attitudes of summer. Investing an hour's drive
each way enables a San Franciscan to participate
in this great deception, too .
Both U.S Highway 101 and Interstate 280 lead
to Saratoga, but it is recommended that one leave
101 to the efficiency experts. The hills along the
280 route soothe the freeway navigator, and the
blue waters of San Andreas Lake and the Crystal
Springs Reservoir, tucked behind those hills, are
pretty interruptions.
Take the Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road offramp ,
but be warned of the commercial clutter that will
greet you. Your tolerance, and my credibility,
may be challenaged as you pass every fastfood
franchise and supermarket chain known to California, but please be assured that the scenery
calms down markedly upon reaching Saratoga.
The town is neither Carmel-rustic nor Anaheimmodern , and therein lies its charm . It gains its
particular distinction from its direct sun, blue
skies , clean avenues, and generous offering of
grass and trees. The combination is theraputic for
a city-dwelling law student.
Of course, every town has its eyesore, and
Saratoga's is the new Paul Muson Champagne
and Wine Cellar on Saratoga Road. Housed in
what looks like a cheap replica of a Disney Tomorrowland ride are the standard vats and bottling
rooms, but not a grape or vine is to be seen for

ROD

Carter, artist extraordlna1re,

to create sounds midway between bowing and
traditional fingering. When using his fingers, and
they are long and can stretch far beyond that of
the average human hand, he is able to use both
hands to pluck the strings , even while he is
forming a chord on the frets .
On stage recently at the Saratoga Vineyards of
the Paul Masson Winery the quartet delivered a
loose but highly professional set consisting
basically of material from the new album . The
standout selections were a Carter composition
entitled "Saguaro" and Kenny Barron's "Sunshower." Together they laugh, improvise, learn,
and obviously enjoy playing in the company of
each other, musicians of the highest caliber
producing jazz of the highest level.
Carter has won awards as the best acoustic
bassist in jazz for years . Perhaps now that he is
playing the piccolo bass they will have to create a
new category JUSt for him .
by] ules Kragen

miles. The tour is tedious, but benign. The staff is
inert and occasionally rude .
Far wiser:o drive through Saratoga's center to
the junction with Big Basin Way . This tortuous
approach to the Big Basin Redwood Forest offers
interesting dalliances along the climb .
The first, Hakone Gardens, is less than a mile
beyond the junction. Two acres of] apanese landscaping and a teahouse are open free to the public
from 10 a.m. till dusk . For food, and beverages
more spirited than tea , there is the Plumed Horse
Inn farther up the hill. Unfortunately, the Inn
does seek to make a profit .
Paul Masson's original winery is also on Big
Basm Way. In contrast to its blighted descendant,
the Old Winery has very pleasant grounds, and
throughout the summer it presented chamber
groups and jazz soloists for champagne performances .
The view of the Santa Clara Valley and the
accompanying aroma of leaves along the Way
make the drive an end in irself. But, if you seek a
destination, let it be the hiking and picnicking area
in the Forest. During the summer trus was a bit too
crowded for most naturalists' tastes , but in early
October it should be much more satisfying .
Hotels are few and fairly expensive by the law
student index , so you will probably decide to
return home by evening. Fortunately this is a
painless and brief tas k; one more thing in favor of
such a visit.
One last suggestion , bring a sweater with you .
You probably won ' t need it in Saratoga, but you
most certainly will upon returning to the Bay's
evening fog .

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The legacy of that history is the reality we now
confront. Despite the important beginnings that
have been made since enactment of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 , racial minorities are not - and
are not close to being-full participants in the
American life . By every social indicator they
continue to constitute an underclass in our
society. Their income, life expectancies, and
educational attainments are lower than those of
whites .
Finally , and of more immediate concern in this
case, racial minorities constitute approximately
17 % of the total population but, as of the 19.70
census, barely more than l.9% of the membership of the bar.
The nation is now committed to eliminating this
legacy of racism . We have undertaken to remove
the vestiges of caste from our society, not only by
improving the conditions of life amongst historically disadvantaged minorities, but also by creating a racially integrated society . The question
presented in this case is whether, now that we
have made that commitment, the Constitution
should be construed to forbid measures that are
essential to its performance.

law ｾｮ､＠
the institutions of American life must
contend .
The imposition of a requirement that the
admission of law school applicants be made
without consideration of race would virtually wipe
out the progress that has been made toward the
goals of an integrated bar and society. In little
over a decade the law schools have increased their
enrollment of minority students from 700 or 1.3 %
to over 9,500 or 8. 1 %. The regrettable but
unalterable fact is that under today's conditions,
if indicators of academic potential without regard
to race were used by law schools as the sole basis
for determining admission, "few minority students would be admitted to law school." That is
the stark conclusion of an exhaustive study of
more than 76,000 applications to law school for
the 1975-76 admission year that was confirmed by
a separate survey of 80% of all accredited law
schools . See F . Evans, Applications and Admissions to ABA Accredited Law Schools: An
Analysis of National Data for the Class Enten·ng
in the Fall 1976 (Law School Admission Council
1977) (hereinafter Evans Report).

But if this chain reaction is to occur it must
begin . Professional education is the last step in a
long educational process . The abilities of an
applicant to compete successfully for law school
admission is the product not only of 16 years of
previous schooling but also of the applicant's
cultural background, a background intimately
related to the educational attainments of the
applicant's parents and of other adults who have
influenced his or her development.
Even if there were now to be immediate and
effective compliance with the command of Brown
v. Board of Education, and equal educational
opportunity in primary and secondary schools
were suddenly to become a reality, considerable
time would have to elapse before the effect of
these changes could significantly affect the
number and quality of minority applicants to law
school.
The command of Brown is not completely
obeyed, however, even after nearly a quarter
century. And equal educational opportunity does
not exist.
To deny professional schools the power to
employ race-conscious admissions standards is,
thus , to withhold from minorities, for a generation
and perhaps longer, an important avenue of social
mobility.
The costs of withholding realistic opportunities
for professional education from the current
generation of minority students will not be borne
only by them . It will be borne also by other
members of minority groups who will be denied
the service that would have otherwise been
provided to their communities. It will be borne by
the next generation of minority children who, like
those of previous generations, will lack a visible
demonstration of the potential rewards of aspirations and effort . And last but not least, it will be
borne by white Americans who, once again, will
have failed to meet their commitment to achieve
racial equality.
by Tom Garvin
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The United States faces no task more imperative than fulfilling its promise of racial equality. If
that promise is to be met, and if those to whom
the promise has been made ace to accept that it
has been made in good faith, we must approach it
with a degree of urgency greater than that
conveyed by the prediction that equality will come
someday.
Any effort to achieve racial equality must, if it is
begin with an awareness that, in the
to ｾｵ｣･､Ｌ＠
Uruted ｓｴ Ｎ ｡ｴｾｳ＠
today, .race is a socially significant
｣ｨ｡ｲｴ･ｃＱｾｬＮ＠
Race; 10 other words, is not merely
a superficial aspect of "deeper" social problems
ｾｵ｣ｨ＠
as poverty or inadequate education. It is
10tegral to those problems . Many Americans but
especially those who are members of the ｧｲｾｵｰｳ＠
that .｡ｲｾ＠
the immediate. beneficiaries of special
admissions programs, live in communities and
belong to organizations that are def10ed in racial
and ethnic terms .
The direction of their loyalties and their
ｳｹｾｰ｡ｴｨｩ･＠
are significantly determined by their
racial and ethnic identifications. Whether, or to
ｷｨｾｴ＠
extent, that is desirable is currently the
subject of much debate. Such identrncation may,
as some contend, lead onJy to divisiveness . Or as
others maintain, it may foster a sense' of
｢･ｬｯｮｧｩｾ＠
.and a pride in cultural origins. But
whether It IS good or bad, it is a reality with which

The special admissions programs that have
been undertaken by the law schools must be seen
as part of a larger effort by the nation to improve
the conditions of life of some of its most disadvantaged citizens . In part that effort involves an
attempt to accelerate the growth of a "middle
class" within .those racial and ethnic minority
groups that historically have been denied the
opportunities to participate fully in the richness of
American life.
The justrncation for minority preferences within
that overall strategy is not difficult to discern:
because of the continuing importance of racial and
ethnic identrncations and loyalties there is reason
to anticipate that the strengthening of the black,
Chicano or Puerto Rican middle class through
such preferences will have a catalytic effect. Increased numbers of black and Hispanic lawyers
and other professionals should encourage the
aspirations of black and Hispanic children. The
organizational talent and fmancial resources of a
minority middle class, experience suggests, will
to some extent be put at the service of less
advantaged members of minority groups .
The hope, in short, is to set in motion a chain
reaction leading to the breakdown of a complex of
c.onditions that today condemn large numbers to
lives of poverty and desperation.

BA
Yolo County Superior Judge Warren K. Taylor
has ordered the UC Davis medical school to admit
the white student who alleges she was kept out
because of a quota system for "disadvantaged"
students .
Taylor cited a California Supreme Court ruling
outlawing the quota system in making his decision, but scheduled a hearing Monday to allow UC
officials to argue their case.
The California Supreme Court ruling, known as
the Bakke decision, is being appealed to the U.S.
Supreme Court.
Rita Clancy, 22, an immigrant from Hungary,
filed the suit Friday alleging she would have been
admitted to UC Davis Medical School if 16 of the
100 new admission slots for the fall semester were
not reserved for disadvantaged minority students.
She also argued that she should have been admitted under the disa.dvantaged status because
she is an immigrant and she and her mother are
the main economic support for their family.
Her attorney, Merritt Weisinger, said medical
school adrnissic'ls officer Lois O'Grady told him
that her grades were too good to get her into the
special category.

3$uprtlllt QCourt of tbe l1uiteb ｾｴ｡＠
OCTOBER TERM,
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No. 76 - 811
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,

Petitioner,
vs.

ALLAN BAKKE,

Respondellt.

Bakke: One Link in a Long Chain
The Bakke care represents the most dangerous
legal assault on minority rights since the "separate but equal" Plessy vs. Ferguson decision of
1898 legalized racial segregation.
The Bakke case threatens to write the formula
of "reverse discrimination" into the law of the
land. This formula could eliminate all programs in
education or employment designed to overcome
the long history of discrimination in the US. These
cuts will hit minority workers first and hardestbut underneath they are the opening shots in a
capitalist campaign to force general cutbacks that
affect all working people.
Whether it's called recession, stagnation or just
plain "hard times" there's an economic squeeze
on. Unemployment, service cuts, little or no wage
gains, tax hikes-all add up to deteriorating
living standards for working class people.
It' s ｮｯｾ＠
surprising to see an upsurge in racism
occur in this tight economic period. From coast to
coast, right-wing groups like the KKK and the
Na2:is are more active and visible, while many
anti-busing groups are often only covers for antiBlack campaigns. But dangerous as these trends
are, they are not the biggest threat to minority
rights and working class unity.
Today, the resurgence of instirutionalized,
legal racism is the greatest danger. And the
Bakke decision, if upheld by the Supreme Court,
will be a key link in that chain of legal discrimination.

Special programs such as affirmative action and
special admissions grew out of the mass-based,
Third World-led battles of the 1960's. Pressure
from the movements of that decade forced the
adoption of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which
prohibited discrimination on the basis of race,
religion, color, sex or national origin. Other laws
and guidelines issued by the government during
the following years prohibited federal contractors
from practicing racial discrimination and established requirements for equal opportunity hiring.
The achievement of these laws and programs
meant that corporations (and many trade unions)
had to break with a long history of unfair practices. Yet while minority workers would no longer
so easily be "last hired, first fired," the history of
200 years of racism could not be so easily
overcome. Laws were never fully enforced and
mass pressure was required at every step. Only a
limited change was achieved in the relative
position of whites and non-whites in the economy.
And even those small gains took place in a period
when the economy was expanding and the demand
for labor-including educated labor-was high.
expanding and the demand for labor - including
educated labor-was high.
The struggles of the 1960', led by Third World
people, resulted in gains for all workers . The
expansion of social service jobs and vocational
training programs, the building of low-income
housing, medical clinics and new schools benefited all races. The militancy and pride developed

by minorities during struggles for racial equality
carried over into union organizing drives for
hospital workers, clerks and other workers, and
pushed forward urban and community battles of
the late 1960s and erly '70s.
The civil rights movements also gave women of
all races inspiration and provided legal and
political precedents in their demands for equal
rights .
In the course of these battles there was polarization, the famous "back-lash", as many white
working people or middle-income people perceived their immediate interest to be in competition with Black and other Third World' struggles .
Yet these battles for equality also revealed the
profit-oriented strucrure of US society. Around
some workplace and community issues, class lines
were drawn - with workers of alI races standing
together against corporate or government power.
Unforrunately, whites and minorities often
came together only around specific issues, and as
the 60's ended, racial divisions remained deepboth in the still unequal economic position of
minority peoples and the pervasiveness of racist
ideas.
The continuing division was the ideal opening
for the capitalist counter-attack of the 1970's .
With the deepening recession, unemployment,
service cuts, taX breaks for business, and severe
limits on wage gains are necessary to keep
CONTINUED ON PACE 14

BAKKE: AN APPRAISAL

PLAY AN INSTRUMENTAL ROLE:
FIGHT BAKKE
On October 12th the United States Supreme
Court will hear oral arguments to determine the
constitutional validity of minority admission programs. This decision will affect the future of affirmative action programs throughout the
country.
The California Supreme Court recently ruled in
Allan Bakke v. The Regents of the University of
CalIfornia that the special admission program at
the University of California DavIs' Medical School
was unconstitutional. Allan Bakke, a white
engineer in his mid-30's, applied to Davis' medical school on two separate occasions. In both instances he was denied admission. In addition, he
was denied admission to 13 other medical schools
to which he applied.
At the urging of U.c. Davis administrators,
Allan Bakke filed suit against the University of
California alleging" reverse discrimination" and
that special admission programs were unconstitutional. He contended that minority students less
qualified than him were admitted under the
special admission program solely because of their
race.
But have special programs for minorities gone
too far? To argue, as the California Supreme
Court did, that special admission programs are
discriminatory, ignores the discrimination and racism systematically directed towards all third
world people throughout this country.
If the U.S. Supreme Court affirms the Califor-

As you are no doubt ｡ｷｾ･Ｌ＠
A.llan Bakke ｷｾｳ＠
refused admission to the University of California
Davis medical school in 1973 and again in 1974,
Bakke claims that he was a victim of Davis's quota
policy of ｡ｳｾｩｧｮ＠
16 out of 100 positions to
minority applicants. Bakke contended that he had
higher grades, test scores and ｱｵ｡ｬｩｦ｣ｾｴｯｮＮｳ＠
ｴｾ｡ｮ＠
did the minonty applicants and that hiS rejection
amounts to a reverse discrimination-a violation
of his right to equal protection of the law under
the 14th Amendment.
The California Supreme Court agreed with
Bakke, and it is the university's appeal of that
decision that is now before the Supreme Court of
the United States. The Bakke case raises the most
significant civil-rights issue to come before the
Supreme Court since the school desegregation
rulings of the mid-1950s. The issue as the government sees it and those which the California
Supreme Court see are two different things.
The Carter administration's stance as argued in
the Justice Department's brief is that colleges and
universities have a right to consider race in
selecting applicants to their graduate schools but
may not apply arbitrary quotas. The Justice
Department's brief seeks to settle the issue by
drawing a fine distinction between allowing an
admissions policy to impose permissible affirmative action "targets" or "goals" as opposed- to
impermissible numerical "quotas."
In other words, the government defines the
number 16 as an affumative action "goal" rather
than an inflexible "quota." They also think that
Davis would have been within its rights in setting
affumative action "targets." On this point the
Justice Department's brief says that the state
court did not explore the issue sufficiently and
urges the justices to return the case to the
California Supreme Court.
More is at stake in the Bakke case than
admiSSion standards. A broad decision by the
high court against the University of California
could threaten the affumative action efforts of
government and of private employers to hire and
promote more women and members of minority
races.
AffIrmative action is not an end all solution to
discrimination but merely a means of redressing
centuries old discrimination. Moreover, the 14th
Amendment was meant to prohibit inequities and
injustices, not to prolong them. I would not
recommend lowering admission standards but I
believe that race can be a factor in choosing
among applicants. It may not be legal but it is a
step in the right direction.
by Marrin Pulverman

nia Supreme Court's ruling it will ha,:,e a. devastating impact on the enrollment of mmonty students in institutions of higher learning. Furthermore an affirmation of Bakke will undercut any
｡､ｶｾ｣･ｳ＠
made in affirmative action and increase
the urgent need to provide employment opportunities and professional services to third world
communtues.
To demonstrate our concern and sensitivity to
these complex issues, the Black Law Students
Association, in conjunction with the National
Committee to Overturn the Bakke Decision; The
Anti-Bakke Decision Coalition; and various other
community groups are calling for a series of
protests in October of this year.
On Monday October 3rd the first in a series of
demonstrations will be held throughout the
country. Here in San Francisco on the 3rd, a massive student protest will commence at 10:00 A.M.
in the U.N. Plaza (Hyde and Fulton) and proceed
to the Federal Building located at 450 Golden
Gate.
Continuing the national effort to overturn
Bakke, protests will be held in the Bay Area on
two consecutive Saturdays - October 8th and
15th.
Your full-fledged support in demonstrating
against the Bakke decision will play an instrumental role in the national effort to overturn this
racist and potentially crippling legal oplnton.

By BALSA

MINORITY STUDENTS WOULD BE ALMOST
ELIMINATED FROM LAW SCHOOL WITHOUT
SPECIAL ADMISSIONS PROGRAMS by A.A.L.S. 1977
The unpleasant but unalterable reality is that
affirmance of the decision below would mean, for
the law schools, a return to the virtually all-white
student bodies that existed prior to the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and subsequent congressional
enactments which, after so many years of default,
finally committed the nation to the goal of racial
equality. More specifically, as a result of the
programs described in the preceding pages, 1700
black and 500 Chicano students were admitted to
the Fall, 1976 entering class of the nation's law
schools. They represented 4.9 % and 1. 3 % ,
respectively, of the total of 43,000 who were
admitted. If the schools had not taken race into
account in mak.ing their admission decisions, but
had otherwise adhered to the admission criteria
they employ, the number of black students would
have been reduced to no more than 700 and the
number of Chicanos to no more than 300. It is
virtually certain, however, that the education
would have been much greater, and it is not at all
unlikely that even this reduced number would
have again been reduced by half or more. Thus,
the nation's two largest racial minorities, representing nearly 14% of the population, would have
had at most a 2.3% representation in the nation's
law schools and, more likely, no more than about
1%.
These conclusions are drawn from F. Evans,
Applications and Admissions to ABA Accredited
Law Schools: An Analysis of National Data for the
Class Enten'ng in the Fall 1976 (LSAC 1977) (the
Evans Report) which studied characteristics of
applicants for admission to the 1976 law school'
class.
The ineradicable fact is that, as a group,
minorities in the pool of law school applicants
achieve dramatically lower LSAT scores and
GPAs than whites. Illustratively, 20% of the white
and unidentified applicants, but only 1% of blacks
and 4 % of Chicanos receive both an LSAT score of
600 or above and a GPA of 3.25 or higher.
Similarly, if the combined LSAT/GPA levels are
set at 500 and 2.75 respectively, 60% of the white
and unidentified candidates would be included
but only 11 % of the blacks and 23 % of the
Chicanos. Such disparities exist at all LSAT and
GPA levels. Their effect, under a race-blind
system, must inevitably be to curtail sharply the
number of blacks and Chicanos admitted to law
school.
In 1976, there were more than 80,000 applicants
for approximately 39,000 seats in the first-year
class. As explained above, law schools commonly

employ an index number combining LSAT and
GP A socres as one means of predicting the
probable law school performances of applicants. If
all applicants for the 1976 class were to be
assigned an index number, computed under two
widely-used prediction formulas, the number of
blacks in the top 40,000 would have been 370, on
one formula, and 410 on the other. The equivalent
figures for Chicanos are 225 and 250.
No one knows with any certainty how far these
factors would reduce the number of blacks and
Chicanos attending law school below the maximum eligibility figures of700 and 300, perhaps by
25%, perhaps by 50%, perhaps by more. Since
substantially more than half of both black and
Chicano applicants were from low-income families, however, and in view of the limitations
imposed by geography, a reduction of 50% seems
not at all implausible. On that basis, the number
of black and Chicano students enrolled in the
first-year class in 1976 would have been approximately 1% .of the entering class, roughly the
same as in 1964. The progress of a decade would
have been wiped out. __________-,--_

THE EVANS REPORT
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BY GEORGE F. WILL
The Administration's Bakke brief is the most
ominous document concerning race to issue from
ｾｯｶｲｮＬｴ＠
in this century. It says
the ｦｾ､｡ｬ＠
race IS ordmanly lfrelevant to an individual's
rights, and "generally" an illegitimate basis for
allocating opportunity, but ... But for the forseeable future America must cultivate "raceconsciousness. ' ,
Allan Bakke, a white, was denied admission to
the UC Davis medical school, which reserved 16 of
100 places for blacks and other approved minorities. Many of the successful minority applicants
ranked substantially below Bakke by the school's
criteria. California's Supreme Court said the
school discriminated against Bakke on the basis of
race, violating the constitutional guarantee of
"equal protection of the law."
The Administration's brief urges the U.S.
Supreme Court to rule on narrow technical
grounds that Bakke's case should be reargued in
California courts. But it advocates standards that
w?uld make it virtually impossible for Bakke to
Win.

The brief afflfms a school's right to adopt some
"minority-sensitive programs" (today's euphemism for reverse discrimination) even when they
deprive whites of opportunities that they otherwise would enjoy. And the brief is less important
as a legal document than as a political manifesto:
It is an exhortation to racial discrimination
throughout society.
The brief says that, regarding admissions to
professional schools (where all applicants are
college graduates), discrimination in favor of
government-approved minorities is not just constitional but also morally obligatory because
"discrimination elsewhere in society" -against
individuals or "their forbears" - "makes it difficult fairly to evaluate the abilities and promise of
each new applicant without taking his race into
account .... " Blacks most overcome more "nonacademic hurdles" than whites must overcome to
get particular grades, so evaluating grades
requires' 'cognizance of color."

THE BAKKE BRIEF:
A CALL FOR RACIAL BIAS
ｂｾｴ＠
the brief's logic applies beyond profeSSIOnal schools, to all schools, and to employment-wherever whites and blacks now compete
under, ,rules that do not take ' 'cognizance of
color. (Already some employers can be required
to "differentially validate" employment tests a
euphemism for using other lower passing sco;es
for blacks than for whites .)
ｾｵ｣ｰｯｲｴｩｮｧ＠
to ｾｸｰｬ｡ｩｮ＠
the brief, Atty. Gen .
satd he opposed "exclusionary"
Griffin B. ｾ･ｬ＠
quotas. ｅｾｬ､･ｮｴｹ＠
he understands neither quotas
nor the bnef. All quotas are" exclusionary" : They
exclude persons who are not members of approved groups .
An early version of the brief, written before
Bell's Justice Deparunent buckled beneath pressure, made the obvious point that quotas involve
"using race as a tool of exclusion" -as the
medical school used them against Bakke .
If Bell thinks that the brief does not support
ｱｵｯｴｾＬ＠
he should consider that a recipe for
puddmg makes pudding, even if it doesn't use the
word "pudding." Bell supports quotas if he
brief, which supports allocating
supports . ｾｨ･＠
opportunltles on the basis of ethnic quantities
rather than individual qualities.
In order that' 'the effects of past discimination"
will not "mask an individual's merit," the brief
says certain government-approved racial and
ethnic groups, and not just individuals, should
have rights.
If this doctrine saturates policy, American
politics will be poisoned permanently. Politics will
be an endless struggle for preference, a scramble
to determine which minorities will receive what

slice of educational and employment opportunities .
If. you doubt that this will be permanent,
consider that the brief says that society must
"restore victims of discrimination to the position
they would have occupied but for the discrimination" against them, or their " forbears ." Who will
decide, and by what criteria, when "restoration"
-a strange word to choose-has been completed?
" As long as prior discrimination has present
ｾ･｣ｴｳ
ＬＢ＠
ｾｨ･＠
brief says, "mere neutrality to race
IS insuffiCient. As long as the effects ... persist,
ｾｨ･＠
employment of race-consciousness in rectifyIng that discrimination should not be abandoned ." Obviously " mere neutrality" on race will
be impermissable, and "race-consciousness" will
be obligatory, for generations .
The cruelest consequence of this is the devaluｾｧ＠
of black achievement. School segregation was
ｲｾｧｨ､ｹ＠
held unconstitutional because it stigmatIZed blacks. But so does discrimination "for"
blacks .
If it becomes pervasive policy, the success of
blacks in the professions will be tainted: Blacks
will have been declared wards of the state
officially stigmatized as incapable of competing . '
It is profoundly sad that black leaders clamor
for the patronizing, paternalistic policy of the
Bakke brief.

An Appraisal:
The Justice
In their Bakke brief, the Justice Department
contended that professional schools should be
free to give special consideration to minority applicants-but refused to endorse strict racial
quotas that include whites.
The department, filing its long-awaited brief to
the Supreme Court in the University of California
reverse discrimination case, defended a wide
range of government afflfffiative action programs
designed to aid minorities.
The 90-page brief, signed by Atty. Gen. Griffm
B. Bell, concluded: " ... Mere neutrality toward
race often is inadequate to rectify what has gone
before."
However, the deparunent strongly suggested
that what it called "rigid exclusionary quotas"
were not constitutional.
The brief, expected to be a significant reflection
of the Carter Administration's civil rights policies,
appeared to have been substantially altered from
its initial draft form. Some cabinet members and
black congressmen had attacked it as tOO weak in
its defense of afflfmative action and too strong in
criticizing strict racial quotas. The new version
carefully refrains from a direct assault on quotas.
Some former critics quickly issued statements
praising the fmal form of the brief.
Joseph A. Califano, secretary of health, education and welfare, said the document "demonstrates the constitutional validity and national
necessity of afflfffiative action programs."
Rep. Parren J. Mitchell (D-Md.), chairman of
the 16-member congressional Black Caucus, said
that the "general direction" of the brief "is consonant with what we sought in our pleadings with
the Justice Department. ' ,

Department's
Joseph Rauh, vice chairman of a liberal
organization, Americans for Democratic Action,
described the new brief as a "lBO-degree shift"
and said that the government" now has muted its
opposition to numerical goals and quotas."
On another front, White House Press Secretary
J ody Powell said the brief was consistent with
Carter's campaign position, showing "strong
support" for afflfmative action but "opposition to
rigid exclusionary quotas."
In their brief, Bell and other deparunent
lawyers said that the California court was wrong
when it concluded that it was unconstitutional to
consider the- race of medical school applicants.
The brief urged the U.S . Supreme Court to
reverse the California ruling on those grounds and
to return the case to the California courts to
determine how and why UC Davis has used race
in its admissions policies.
Until those and other questions are answered in
further proceedings, the department stated, a
"fmal assessment" of the constitutionality of the
university's special admis!.ions program - and
whether Bakke was a victim of discriminationshould not be made by the justices.
The U.S. Supreme Court is scheduled to hear
arguments in the Bakke case on Oct. 12.
The case, one of the most controversial in
years, raises a landmark constitutional test of
increasmg charges of reverse discriminationdiscrimination against whites in favor of less
qualified members of minority races .

Bakke Brief
A ruling from the court, if it is broad in scope,
could have wide impact, not only on university
admissions policies but on other educational and
employment programs for members of minorities .
The friend of the court brief from the department, like other briefs the department fUes with
the justices, could be influential, if not decisive.
Fifty-eight briefs, representing the views of a
large number of individuals and groups on both
sides of the Bakke case, have been fUed with the
court.
At an unusual Justice Deparunent briefmg on
the government's position , conducted by Bell and
Solicitor General Wade H . McCree Jr., it was
clear that the fmal legal brief had been softened
considerably from an earlier draft that had ignited
controversy in the govemcnent and had been
critiCized by civil rights organizations.
This was particularly true of the deparunent's
opposition to programs that include rigid numerical quotas that benefit a fixed number or
percentage of disadvantaged persons .
The original draft of the brief contained these
words : " .. . We doubt that it is ever proper to
use race to close any portion of the (university)
class from competition by members of all races ."
As presented to the Supreme Court , however,
the govemcnent makes no such firm argument
against quotas .
The antiquota argument was softened in the
final draft "because we didn't think it belonged in
CONTINUED ON PACE 14
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Dear Editor,
I thought our students would be
interested.
Police Chief Charles Gain
850 Bryant Street

San Francisco, California 94103
Dear Chief Gain:
I am a second year student at
Hastings College of the Law. On
Tuesday , September 20, I was walkIng up Larkin on my way home from
school
At the corner of Eddy and Larkin I
noticed a middle-aged womannearly passed out - sitting slumped
forward in and on the planter in front
of the PG&E building . Her clothes
were in better condition than those of
the usual Tenderloin inhabitants,
and a middle-sized suitcase was sitting beside her. Blood was oozing
through a'bandage over her left eye;
she seemed to be in fairly bad condition . I thought of stopping to help
her, but decided to phone for help
instead, since she could have been
seriously ill or injured .
A clerk in a small shop at Larkin
and O'Farrell called the Operator,

who connected him with someplace
called " Central" which said that it
would send someone out right away .
Concerned that whoever was being
sent might miss her, I walked back
down to Eddy . The woman looked
even worse when I got back; I noticed a bruise on her leg and thought
maybe she wasn't just a sick stranger who was lost, but that she had
possibly been the victim of an assault. Since it seemed that someone
should watch her while I watched for
the ambulance, I went to Barry
King' s campaign headquarters, two
doors away . Two men came outside
to help . One of them noticed that her
purse was sprawled open and said,
"Don ' t touch her, she might be a
decoy." At that point, another
passer-by had stopped and joined us.
One of the men from King's office
asked the woman if she was okay .
She did not seem to understand him
or respond at all- she just moaned.
We soon spotted the police ambulance coming up Larkin . The officers, armed with a first aid kit,
jumped out of the ambulance and ran
over to the woman. The politicians

left. One of the officers bent over her
and, assuming that she would be
cared for, I turned around and
started walking up Larkin. After I'd
gone about 10 feet, I looked back to
see what the police officers were doing. Much to my surprise, they were
leaving her after examining her for
no more than forty-five seconds .
I ran back down to the ambulance
and asked the officers why they were
abandoning a barely conscious
woman with a bleeding head wound
slumped in a PG&E planter in the
Tenderloin at 5:00 in the afternoon.
They told me that "she would be all
right," that she was waiting for a
friend. This was nonsense . She appeared to be in such bad condition
that she couldn't even hold her head
up to look for her friend, much less
protect herself from the other travellers who frequent that neighborhood in the early evening.
I am outraged by this whole event.
Perhaps she was a decoy; if she was
her sickening ruse was pathetic in its
complexity. The cost of the decoy
program must increase considerably
when ambulances are called to check

out the decoys If she was not a
decoy, what possible department
policy justifies leaving a woman, virtually unconscious with a bleeding
headwound, slumped at the corner of
Eddy and Larkin at 5 pm?
I would like to know why the police
did not help her. Since the police left
her there, I concluded she probably
was a decoy and went home to write
this letter
What explanation can you offer for
the use of such gruesome decoys or
the abandonment of injured people
in the Tenderloin?
As people concerned with law enforcement as well as conditions in
the neighborhood of our school,
many of us at Hastings, including
both students and faculty, eagerly
await your reply .
Sincerely
Roberta L. Cairney
cc: George Moscone
Joseph Freitas, Jr.
John Molinari
Herb Caen
Editor, San Francisco Chronicle
Editor, Hastings Law, News

THEY'RE VICTIMS, NOT CRIMINALS!
Three events in coming months
could influence future policies of
California cities and counties toward
the treatment of skid-row drunks:
Judge Harry L. Hupp, in Los
Angeles Superior Court, is expected
to rule soon in the lawsuit, brought
by Robert Sundance and several
other chronic drunks, challenging as
unconstitutional the practice of picking up drunks and jailing them as
criminals.
A $500,000 Lo'; Angeles Countysponsored enlargement of an alcoholic detoxification and rehabilitation
center will begin operations in downtown Los Angeles under local and
federal grants .
Similar pilot projects will get under way in Humboldt and Sacramento counties under appropriations

pushed through the Legislature last
year by Sen . Arlen Gregorio (D-Men10 Park). They are a two-year trial
that Gregorio hopes will lead to a
statewide change in policy.
The problem of skid-row drunkenness is not pretty; most Californians
manage to avoid seeing these ｨ･ｬｾﾭ
less peole and the degradation in
which they are trapped. But the costs
of their plight are substantial, and so
are the injustices and the obstacles
that need to be overcome. What is
certain·is that the treatment of public
drunks today is an injustice to the
alcoholic and the taxpayer alike.
The Los Angeles City Attorney's
Office alone handles about 50,000
cases of common drunkenness a
year. Countywide arrests of derelicts
average more than 210 a day . The
costs are estimated at $6.3 million;

lawyers in the Sundance case have
said that handling these cases outside the criminal-justice system
would cost much less.
But the cost estimates are shaky.
No one can be sure how many
judges, police officers and jail
guards could be spared if the handling of drunks circumvented jails and
courts.
The downtown Los Angeles pilot
project being undertaken by the
county, the city and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration under contract with the Volunteers of
America, a nonprofit outfit, could
provide more definite cost information.
The project involves an outlay of
$500,000 and the creati9n of enough
new facilities to handle about 35
people a day - roughly one-fourth of

LEGISLATIVE WRAP-UP: ACTION AND INACTION
'rhe Legislature took positive action in many important areas, including these :

ing the Department of Transportation while bringing its budget process under legislative jurisdiction.

• Adopting a $4.3 billion, fiveyear school finance reform bill .

• Establishing tax credits for installing solar heating and cooling
systems .

• Making permanent the half-cent
sales tax in the three Bay Area Rapid
Transit District counties .
• Restoring the death penalty, accomplished only by over-riding
Brown's veto .
• Authorizing a site for a liquified
natural gas terminal, probably at
remote Pt . Concepcion.
• Putting a time limit on the
government permit process in applications for new industrial developments, a reaction to the Dow Chemical furor .
• Breaking up the state Health
Department colossus and reorganiz-

• Passing new regulations to eliminate "redling" by banks and
savings and loan associations.
• ｅｬｩｭｮ｡ｴｾ＠
milk .

price controls on

• Creating a special fund and
incentives for litter control.
Then there were bills passed that
attracted attention but did not make
the official list of accomplishments to
be bragged about.
There was, for instance, the bill by
Assemblyman Willie Brown, DSan Francisco, that contains a special clause forbiddinR the state to tax

legislators' $35 per diem allowances
as income.
Homosexual marriages were forbidden in one bill, but another makes
it possible for a person who has
undergone a sex-change operation to
get a new, re-written birth certificate
along with a new name.

the daily arrests for public drunkenness in the core of downtown Los
Angeles.
The needs of these derelicts are
not the needs of suspected felons for
whom the jails are designed. The
skid-row drunk is dangerous only to
himself. He needs a place to sleep, a
bath, clean clothes and, later, food
and some help in trying to get his life
together.
Detoxification and rehabilitation
efforts never achieve great success.
Few projects in this country so far
have gone beyond reducing recidivism to 70%. But then the repeat rate
of drunks sent to jail is almost 100%.
There is no doubt that society must
stop handling these derelicts as
criminals, and begin treating them
as victims of disease.
byLAT
© 1977

diem and conducts searching audits
of their election campaign statements. An amendment to curb his
power was written into a tax exemption bill, but was removed when a
protest arose in the Senate.
Legislators introduced 3,360 bills
in the first year of the session1,295 by senators, 2,065 by Assembly members.

Then there was the Suisun Marsh
Preservation bills. It had to be
The Assembly sent 723 bills to
retooled at the last minute to take out
an amendment that removed from Gov . Brown. He has signed 513 of
the preservation area 290 acres them and let 17 become law without
wanted for a housing development his signature so far. He has vetoed
by Concord businessman Ken Hof- 24 Assembly measures .
mann. Hofmann is a friend and
The Senate has sent 471 bills to
business associate of Assemblyman the governor. Brown has signed 265
Dan Boatwright, D-Concord.
of them so far and let 12 become law
Martin Huff, chief Franchise Tax without his signatures. He has
Board bureaucrat, had a narrow vetoed 25 Senate bills.
squeak. Legislators don't like him
because he wants to tax their per
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Profile

Editor's Note: The lAw News was invited to cover A
SIIIr SjHltlgled Night For Rights, a benefit concen for
the gay-oriented Save Our Human Rights Foutuia- element. He used it much the same way Dick

1iotI. Here is our correspondent's report:
The name Anita Bryant immediately conjures
up visions of Lester Maddox standing in his
restaurant's doorway with an ax handle firmly in
his grasp. The similarity between the two is quite
noticeable. Both are simple-minded hate mongers. The only real difference being that Maddox
was willing to use violence himself, while Bryant
leaves such unChristian doings to her followers.
As a gay male, I have long felt isolated because
of other peoples' dislike for my sexual preference .
I have also felt a strong identification with the
plights of other minorities. With this in mind, you
probably understand my excitement with being
asked to cover the benefit concert for Save Our
Human Rights, which was held at the Hollywood
Bowl on September 18th. The theme for the
concert was: A STAR SPANGLED NIGHT FOR
RIGHTS.
Thousands of San Franciscans migrated south
for the event. One travel agency alone handled
over two thousand concert-goers . Several planes
and half an Amtrak train were dispatched. The
train ride was splendid. The charter group mixed
very well with the somewhat surprised vacationers who were already on board the train. Although
Amtrak was two hours behind schedule, the level
of excitement did not diminish. The level of
energy grew till the night of the concert.
The list of Hollywood luminaries who sponsored
the event reads much like Who's Who . Shirley
McLaine and George Moscone are long time
supporters of minority causes, but a helping hand
from such apoliticals as Grant Tinker, Gene
Hackman and Mary Tyler Moore was quite
unexpected.
Some 15,000 people had gathered by curtain
time. In marked contrast to minority rights rallies
of the past, the show opened with the National
Anthem. The entire house stood and sang.
Lij.ly Tomlin was the first to perform. A long
time critic of Americana and a confirmed crazy
person, she is always a delight to watch . While
she is a veteran of small clubs and college
concerts, she is not all that experienced in large
houses. Nevertheless, her delivery was crisp and
her timing was excellent. She spent very little
time discussing the purpose of the concert,
instead she joked about cultural mores.
Her only direct reference to gay rights was her
tongue in cheek summation of why she decided to
perform: I'm glad to be here, I care about human
nghts, but I am afraid you all came here to meet
... each other. Her delivery was laced with
affection and impishness; the audience loved her.
Her irreverence was unending, the most quotable
line of the evening was: If you hear no evil, see
110 evil and speak no evil, you'll probably never be
;'lVited to another good party. The ovation must
have lasted five minutes.
Following was the dance troupe "The Lockers."
As always, they were highly disciplined and quite
animated. Unfortunately, their act plays much
better on television, where with the aid of
multiple camera angles, we get a much better look
at their craft.
A surprising guest was David Steinberg. He
.has a clever way of taking the sting out of
-aft"ensive slurs and helping people laugh at their
own
I had never before laughed at the
"perven"; I never realized it had a comic

Gregory used the word "nigger."
His two targets were Richard Nixon , whom he
labeled the best thing ever to happen to
comedians , and Dr. David Reuben . The crowd
hissed the moment Steinberg mentioned his
name. Reuben's ill-informed commentaries about
homosexuals have caused considerable furor in
the gay community.
StelOberg's most probing remarks were about
liberals who refuse to face their own prejudices .
He characterized them as being so irrational as to
deny that any] ews are good with money or any
blacks have rhythm . He effectively used these
silly stereotypes to inform the audience that he
was referring to them as much as anyone else . His
point was well taken .
Perhaps he did not realize it, but he was
standing just over the press box when he said: It
was for politicians that we created Q word like
'bullshit. ' For those of you here in the working
press, it's in Websters under 'E '.
Then there was Mr. Richard Pryor; he certainly
was an event unto himself. He opened with the
unexpected announcement that he had an affair
with another man in 1952. The audience howled.
He said he had enjoyed it but was afraid to discuss
it with anyone . From that point on he and the
audience traveled on divergent paths. His jokes
were laJen with profanities. Finally his monologue turned into a rudderless tirade. When he
started making savage remarks about how ridiculous the thought of women's rights was, the
audience turned on him.
His remarks were disjointed; he was obviously
very stoned . Stringing his statements together,
and fIlling in some large gaps in logic, this is what
seemed to happen . He said the struggle for black
rights was more important than other minority
struggles . In so doing he outright characterized
the movement for women's rights as insignificant.
During his more polite moments, he advised
women they had better use for forty acres and a
mule. During his ruder moments , he referred to
women as "bitches ." In fact, his entire performance was ftlled with the term "motherf-----. " The
odd thing was he did not seem to sense that the
audience was jeering in response to his antiwomen statements, not to his heart-felt passions
for his race's struggle .
By the end of his performance he was completely incoherent and very angry . It appeared
that his true feelings had emerged .
And then came Bette. Ms. Midler has been out
of circulation for over a year. In fact, this concert
was the brain child of her manager Aaron Russo,
who needed something spectacular for her comeback. The concept of a human rights concert was
perfect. A few years ago she made some very
careless remarks about her gay following. What
more perfect vehicle for her return than a benefit
for gay rights.
She was in excellent voice and her humor was
as lusty as ever. We thought we'd play the Greek
(Theater) but that would be redundant.
All in all, the concerr was a success. The crowd
was harmonious and the entenainment was great.
Shortly, a large portion of the $350,000 raised by
the event will be turned over to the San Franciscobased Save Our Human Rights Foundation .
For me the evening was life giving . You can
imagine it's hard for any homosexual in a
profession that openly shun.:> gays. In our lifetime

lawyers have probably been in the forefront of
every major struggle for human rights . Curious
isn't it how such a group can so effectively clean
out other people's houses , without checking its
own . Would it surprise you if I said that a number
of large L.A . firms threatened to Stop interviewing students at U .S.c. Law Center if they were
forced to sign an agreement not to discriminate on
the basis of sexual orientation? Well, it is true;
ask Dean Nelson.

David Stelnbera: "'The trouble with Hoorah Ia that you can't get them to face up to
their own preJucUcesl"

RIcbanI Pryor, his p e r f _
wu and-clJmac:tJc; be wu .toned
and IncoOOrent.

Bette MIdIen "I • _ _ ..... A.tta &.ya.t • ..w dIWIlf . .
met J _ CIartat wlda Ills ....... ud ｾ＠
SM'd pnbably be AI"lc .... of . . ｟ｾ＠
. . . . wIdItweIYe_.
SIN w..w proa.bIy dIIM be 11M a • ..At , . . 1Ipn."

Qdobo, 1,
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ests, a process that set off a Cabinet discussion of
the department's proposed position.
"Whether we'd ever db that again remains to
be seerr," Bell said. "We ended up with
everybody in the nation trying to help us write a
brief.' ,
Bell refused to discuss what influence his fellow
Cabinet officers and outside groups had had on
the final brief. "We're not going to get into that;"
Bell said. "We're the lawyers for the government. We don't have to tdl you who has different
views. "
Bell said he had distributed final copies of the
brief at Monday's Cabinet meeting, after an aide
informed him the document had been filed with
.
the court.
In its brief, the Justice Department repeatedly
emphasized how many "minority sensitive"
programs the government already was sponsoring
in education, commerce, employment, health and
other fields.
But the department brief cited what it said were
unanswered· questions in the Bakke case; among
them: how and why the university used race in
admissions policies, how disadvantaged applicants were compared to regular applicants and
why 16 of 100 positions were set aside for
minorities. The court should avoid a ruling now
that would affect all affirmative action programs,
the department said.
by Pittager and R. Ostrow
© 1977

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9
corporate profits high. "Lowered expectations" is
the war cry. Legal guarantees of equal opportunity crumble under capitalist pressure to expand
the numbers of unemployed and underemployed .
The problems of the economy are blamed on the
share of the wealth gained by minorities or
"interest groups" rather than the limits of the
gains achieved by the whole working class.
"Reverse discrimination" is the catchword.
The "interest group-reverse discrimination"
explanation can be attractive, since it provides a
scapegoat for white workers' declining standard
of living . And the truth is, especially in a period of
recession, some whites do benefit a little when
layoffs hit minority workers harder and sooner, or
when culturally-biased admissions standards exclude minority students from college admissions,
thus freeing a small number of places for whites.
Yet even if all affirmative action or special
admissions slots designed for minorities were
filled with whites, it would hardly make a dent in
the vast unemployment figures or the limits on
who can get a higher education. The explanation
for these things lies not in focusing on the narrow
idea of "reverse discrimination", but on the
overall structure of a society with capitalist
exploitation.
A strong and multi-racial movement must be
built to prevent this bleak future. The fight is to
defend and expand specific anti-racist programs
as well as for an overall Increase In jobs,
education and services.
Uniting to overturn the Bakke decision is the
first step in rebuilding this movement. 0
- Reprinted from Common Sense
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WALTER MITTY IS ALIVE AND
WELL AT HASTINGS
Sitting uncomfortably in my squeaking swivel
chair, five rows back in Classroom E, I glanced at
the clock as I do habitually when I am bored. It
was only 12: 15 . Fifteen minutes - minutes which
would seem like hours in the passing - were all
that separated me from another much-anticipated
weekend. The professor's monotone droned in the
background, belabouring a distinction which I
neither understood nor cared about. On and on he
rambled. Then suddenly it started to happen
again.
The familiar faces of the other students, the
austere, windowless interior of the classroom,
even the professor's vapid speech were becoming
more and more remote. My surroundings took on
a cloudy, gauze-like quality. It was as if I was
being transported far, far away. And verily, I
was-as I often am when the banality of my
humdrum life as a law student becomes unbearable.
In my Walter Mitty life I.am the adventurous,
sophisticated world-traveller. I am sitting in Paris
at a table in one of the city'S most exclusive
restaurants, the Trillevent. I have just ordered
pate de fois gras avec truffe (goose liver paste
with truffles), homard bisque (cream of lobster
soup), carre d' agneau roti (loin of lamb), and for
dessert, poire pochee au champagne (a pear
poached in champagne).
I am recognized by the sommeiler who asks
whether I agree that the' 66 Medocs are maturing
better than the '64s. Then at my request, he
brings a bottle of 1961 Chateau Lafite-Rothschild.
It is four p.m. and I arrive at the Ritz in London
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FIGHT BAKKE

THE BAKKE BRIEF:
there," McCree said. "Indeed, other things were
excised as well."
"We didn't emphasize the quota part of the
case, because we didn't have really a quota as
such," Bell said.
Instead, quota opposition was expressed indirectly . "The Constitution permits a professional
school to seek to achieve reasonable goals or
targets (in contrast to rigid exclusionary ｱｵｯｴ｡ｾＩ＠
for minority admissions, because success In
achieving these goals is a measure of the
effectiveness of a program in overcoming the
present effects of racial discrimination," the
department told the high court.
"But because any target or goal should be
reasonably related to the program's justifications,
it is helpful to know why a particular target is
selected.' ,
The Justice Department brief criticized the
failure by California courts to require an explanation of why 16 positions were set aside in the UC
Davis program.
"It IS not clear whether the number was
inflexible or was used simply as a standard for
assessing the program's operation," the brief
said.
Although the trial court apparently used the
word "quota" to refer to any numerical designation, the department said, "not all numbers are
quotas'; that question depends on how the
number was used and for what reason, matters
that the trial court did not explore ."
McCree was asked at the briefing about the
argument that affirmative action programs could
not be achieved without inflexible quotas , a
position McCree said he recognized from briefs of
other parties in the case.
"I don't think that question is presented in this
case," McCree said, "and I don't think we should
address it until it is presented. A lawyer just
ought to try to win as much as he has to to serve
his client ... and we want to prevent these
[affirmative action government] programs from
being undercut by anything the Supreme Court
might say."
Bell made clear that he was unhappy about the
process of circulating the draft brief to other
Cabinet agencies with affirmative action inter-
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for afternoon tea with an acquaintance, who is a
well-respected and internationally known member
of the House of Lords. He leads me inside, down a
long, lush promenade leading to a pillard
corridor, past gilded statuary, crystal chandeliers,
and marbled walls . We sit in a plush lounge
dripping with Louis XVI plasterwork. A whitegloved waiter takes our order and returns with tea
and all the trimmings, delicately sliced sandwiches, and an assortment of cakes . We chat
about inflation and how I feel about gold futures.
Next I am in Florence, standing in the Palazzo
Vecchio where I meet the curator of the Uffizzi.
We discuss a bronze group by Donatello that
stands in front of the palace, once the residence of
the Medicis. He remarks at my discriminating
taste and the depth of my knowledge of Renaissance art, then hurries off.
Now I am successful, a greatly renowned
attorney. I have just finished my closing arguments before the Ninth Circuit District Court in a
multi-million dollar tax case. I represent a shrewd
group of Miami businessmen who are sueing for a
refund after their attempt to shelter millions of
dollars of income through an offshore trust set up
in the Bahamas was disallowed by the IRS.
At the long, carved wooden bench, under the
raised gilt motto "In God We Trust," the Judge
sits silently, waiting for the jam-packed courtroom
to quiet down. "Have you reached a verdict?" he
asks .
"Yes, we have your Honor," responds the jury
foreman.
An instantaneous murmer of anticipation ruses

from the knot of reporters and spectators standing
at the back of the room. I sit nervously, awaiting
the jury's finding on the decisive question of
whether control of the trust was retained by the
foreign trustee so as to legitimize the tax shelter
scheme.
"Mr. DeAngelis, Mr. DeAngelis," a voice calls
out from somewhere in the crowded courtroom.
But I fail to respond as I am deep in thought
pondering the intricacies of the ingenious trust
which I devised and which is now in question.
"Mr. DeAngelis. Mr. DeAngelis," the voice
continues. Then the cloudy, gauze-like haze
disappears and the high-ceilinged courtroom
faces from my awareness. Suddenly my attention
is drawn to the squeaking sound coming from the
chair in which I am sitting and the accusatory
repetition of my name from the professor standing
in front of the now familiar-looking classroom.
" Are you prepared to discuss the case of
Arrowsmith v. Commissioner?" he probes.
"No" I reply, trying to seem attentive.
"This has happened before," he admonishes,
"You would do well to be prepared and pay closer
attention. Sometimes I think you're a million
miles away." He is silent, following his brief
victory.
Finally it is 12:30. The bell rings and brealcs the
momentary stillness. I gather my books and
slowly prepare to leave. WaJkjng out the door I
greet a classmate and ask whether he has notes
for the day's class. "Why? Where were you?" he
asks.
by Michael DeAngelis
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PALACE OF FINE ARTS
THEATRE

Bay and Lyon
CASTRO THEATRE

Castro and Market
MASONIC AUDITORIUM
Nob HIli

Wednesday, October 5, Masonic Auditorium (OPENING NIGHT)
7:30 pm $75.00 including post-theatre dinner party and the presentation of BOBBY DEERFIELD (United States)
by Sydney Pollack. Beautiful romantic drama starring AI
Pacino and Marthe Keller Theatre only-$10.00
Thurlday, October 6, Masonic Auditorium
7:00 pm PARADISE PLACE (Sweden) Outstanding new drama
directed by actress Gunnell1ndblom and produced by
9:30

Bouncing reggae comedy about Jamaicans In London-

delightful change 01 pace U S Premiere
9:30 pm BLACK LITTER (Spain) Manuel Gullerrez Aragon
Award-Winning strong SOCial satire. the most daring . con-

troversial film ever made tn Spain U S Premiere

ｉｮｊｬＧ［Ａｾｅｂ｡Ｚｈｴｩ＾ｍｎ＠

(France) FranCOIs
Unusual comic drama by the leading French
director . starring Charles Denner. Brigitte Fossey and
LeSlie Caron

ｾｲｵｦ｡ｴ＠

Thursday, October 13, Palace
Friday October 14 Castro
7:00 pm BLACK JOY (Great Britain) Anthony Simmons .

Friday, October 7, 8:00 pm-CAStRO THEATRE OPENING NIGHT
SERVANT AND MISTRESS (France) Bruno Gantilion
Sadomasochistic romance starring Andrea Ferreol (01 LA
GRANDE BOUFFE) and Victor Lanoux (of COUStN
COUStNE.) U.S. PrefTlJere

Friday, October 14, Palace
Saturday, October 15, Castro
7'00 pm THE GARDEN (Israel) Victor Nord ExqUISite . unusual
· drama by Soviet emigre to Israel. starring Shal K Ophir
(01 HOUSE ON CHELOUCHE STREET) and Melanie Grll11th. US Premiere
9:30 pm TENDER LOVE (France) Roger Andrleux
Young love clashes With middle class values In new hit
feature by Important new dlrector-a real discovery

US Premiere
Saturday, ｏ｣ｴｯ｢･ｾＱＵＬ＠
Palace
Sunday , October 16, Castro
7'00 pm CAT ANb MOUSE (France) Claude Lelouch.
· Romantic murder mystery starring Michele Morgan and
Serge Reggla", . by the director 01 A MAN AND A WOMAr-.

Friday, October 7, Palace 01 Fine Arts Theatre
Saturday, October 8, Castro Theatre
7:00 pm FI RST COMMUNION (France) Rene Feret
Gorgeous 20th Century epIc by award-Winning young new
director U.S Premiere
9:30 pm AN AVERAGE LITTLE MAN (Italy) Maroo Mo",celll

US, Premiere
9'30 pm A SPECIAL DAY (Italy) Ettore Scola Sophia Loren and
·

Prize Winning senous social comedy with Alberto Sordl and

Marcello MastrOIanni play an overworked housewife and a

disgraced homosexual In a great new 111m by the director
01 WE ALL LOVED EACH OTHER SO MUCH

Shelley Winters US Premiere
Saturday , October 8, Palace
Sunday, October 9, Castro
7:00 pm WHO ARE THE DEBOLTS? AND WHERE 010 THEY
GET 19 KtDS? (United States) John Korty JOrous. moving
documentary about the lamed DeBoltlamoly 0 Piedmont
US Premiere
9:30pm ONE SINGS, THE OTHER DOESN'T (France)
Agnes Varda Honest . timely story 01 two young women
Irom 1964 to the present. by France's celebrated woman
director-the best 111m yet about women 's changing roles

Sunday, October
Pat
ace
Monday,
October9,10,
Castro
. .......................................................................................... _...................................................;
7:00 pm IPHIGENIA (Greece) Michael Cacoyannls Irene Papas;
magnilicent In new 111m 01 Europldes ' tragedy .l rom the
director 01 THE TROJAN WOMEN and ZORBA THE
:
GREEK. US Premiere
:
"Over I(),()()()
9'30 pm THE CHILDREN OF THEATER STREET (USA/USSR) :
. RobertDornhelm FaSCinating look inSide the KirOV Ballet;
School, leaturlng the Ilrst screen appearance of Proncess
:
288 Ｈ［ＩｴＮｕｅｾ＠
(;,HE AVEI>CE
Grace of Monaco since her retirement
;
SAN FRANrtSCO. CALIFORNIA 94102
(4101776·9240
Monday, October 10, Palace
.
Tualday, October 11, Cutro
:
7:00 pm NINE MONTHS (Hungary) Marta Meszaros . Interna- ;
honal CritiCS Prize at Cannes, by the director of the 1975 :
Festival hit, THE AOOPTION.
;
9:30 pm BLUE COUNTRY (France) Jean Charles Tacchella
:
Brigitte Fossey In the U S. Premiere 01 the new comedy by ;
the director 01 COUSIN COUSINE
1

PAPER DEPOT

NINE DAYS ONLY
SEPT 30-0CT 8
Marmot down vest and
jacket seconds are
reduced from 20 to
50% and many
Synergy Works parkas
are 30%off while they
last. Our ultimate sale
also includes ski
equipment, packs,
tents, hiking shorts,
rugby shirts, and more.
GORI·TI)(. RIP·STOP NYLON
DOWN GARMENTS
WHmWATIR • VENTIU PARKAS

Tuesday, October II, Palace
;
Wedne.day, October 12, Castro
:
7:00 pm THE ORPHANS \USSR) Nlkolay Goubenko. Touching i
drama 01 World War t orphans. leaturong a relTdrkable
:
child discovery. U .S. Premiere.
:
9:30pm DON'S PARTY (Australia) Bruce Beresford Rowdy. ;
comic drama set at an election night party NO":,lnated lor:
seven Australian Academy Awards . U.S. Premiere .
i
Wednesday, October 12, Palace
I
Thurlday, October 13, Castro
7:00 m DAY FOR MY LOVE (Czechoslovakia) Juraj Herz .
ｾ･ｮｳｬｴＱｶ＠
contemporary drama by the director 01 MORGIANA, latest Irom the renaissance In Czech folms.
I
US Premiere .
.
:
9:30 pm MY FATHER, MY MASTER (Italy) Paolo and Vittorio 1
Tavlanl . Powerlul social drama, winner olthe Grand Prize!
at this year's Cannes Film Festival

;
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In this , Hastings' centennial year,
students , faculty and alumni will
have the opportunity to actively
participate in the planning and development of the Law Center.
Program Planning Task Forces
which develop and coordinate the
programs that will comprise the new
Law Center are being established .
Dean Anderson has already met
with a Community-Public Interest
Task Force, the first meeting of
which was organized by Sid Wolinsky and Bob Gnazda of San Francisco
Public Advocates , and a Faculty
Task Force under the direction of
Professor Russell Niles, Alumni and
Student Task Forces, in addition to
several other advisory committees

are also planned.
The primary objective in establishing these task forces is to actively involve representatives of the broader
community, as well as the HastingS
faculty, students, and alumni in
program design for the Legal Affairs
Facility .
Up to now, most of· the program
ideas for the new Law Center have
evolved from informal discussions. A
formal process has now been developed through which these ideas
can be transformed from the conceptual stage into reality .
The Task Forces will suggest
design, review and study all program
proposals, comment on, and refine
them . The goal is to design a Law
Center which at once enriches thf'

educational opportunities of Hastings students and contributes to the
betterment of the broader community . A few recent progra.m proposals
to date include an Aviation Law
Center' a Mass Communications
Law ｡ｾ､＠
Policy Institute and an Advanced Legal Degree Program in
Tax .
Members of the Task Forces must
ask Why a program is needed? Who
will it benefit? How can it best benefit the students and community at
large? Estimates of funding needs
and budget approximations for programs will be considered as well as
space requirements and staff needs .
Possible funding sources will also be
investigated.
In addition, Task Force Represen-

tatives will be responsible for informing their respective communities of Law Center Plans, and for
soliciting input from that community
Program composition and development is an imperative and immediate
need in the Law Center development
process . Basic programmatic goals
and guidelines for the Law Center
have been outlines; now they need
definition and body.
All those interested in the Law
Center planning process should contact Dean Anderson, who can refer
people to the appropriate Task
Forces . Ideas, suggestions, and
questions may also be directed to
Dean Wally McGuire in the Development Office.

u
Dreams are the stuff that Marc
Leibovitz is made of. The opening of
Alfredo' s and Gallery De Medici are
superb examples of reveries come
true .
Marc graduated from Hastings in
1972 - another goal attained . Why
Hastings? " Because of all the fantastic profs like Prosser and Powell
and besides, I' m a hedonist and
Hastings was what I could afford ."
But Marc wanted greater dividends
from the investment, a realization
that came from practicing 18 months
with a prom inent Marin County law
firm .
Surface another dream : to succeed
as a San Francisco art dealer . It was
a natural. His father, Beverly Hills
CPA Maury Liebovitz and zillionaire
Armand Hammer were the owners of
the prestigious M . Knoedler & Co.
New York/ London art gallery . A twoyear apprenticeship at the New York
gallery polished the rough edges and
last June Marc brought his new

expertise to San Francisco. Enter
Galerie Marc - a small, but impressive effort at 575 Sutter Street where
prints by Warhol, Dali, Rockwell,
Tamayo, Neiman and others are
sold . But the gallery' s space was too
small for the larger idea.
Marc wanted a location on the
wharf where the tourists trade . "The
established collectors of San Francisco don ' t really need to improve
their collections, and if they want to
acquire more art, they usually purchase in Los Angeles or New York . I

want to serve the others ."
Marc spent the next year walking
fisherman's wharf looking for a new
location. Found : an old wharfs ide
restaurant and adjacent property.
Put two dreams together and what
do you have? Marc's newest venture .
Last Thursday night, with partners
Joel Pressman, 1972 Hastings graduate and practicing attorney and
Sanford Cohn, restaurant veteran of
forty years, Marc Leibovitz opened
Alfredo' s and Gallery De Medici .

The ambiance is Italian, the menu
the same with emphasis on fruits de
mer and the fixtures are impressive
period brass and crystal. Besides
food for the palate, the patron can
sip an aperitif while strolling through
the gallery of noted artists . These
delicacies, too, are for sale.
Marc' s philosophy is evident in his
newest effort. "Art is a solid business investment for me and the
patron . I sti II practice some tax law
and even prepare tax packages of art
investments for clients . I couldn't
see myself practicing law all of my
life If I had to do it all over again, I
would still go to law school. The
education I recelvep is invaluable .
But change is what I like and dreams
are the exciting part of life and this is
a dream for me ."
See for yourself . Visit Gallery De
Medici and Alfredo' s at 400 J efferson Street, (across from the Cannery) . From palette to palate the
savories abound .
by Martha A. Karatz

-

Proud owners of Alfredo's IUld Gallery De MedJcl [hom left to right) Joel
'72, Marc Leibovitz, '72, and Sanford Cohn.

Roscoe Pound, late Dean of Harvard Law School, called the Hastings
faculty "the strongest in the nation ."
Were Professor Pound here today
to examine the accommodations and
office space available for the Hastings faculty, he would probably be
somewhat stunned . Present faculty
accommodations at Hastings are
quite inadequate.
The Academic Facility Building in
the Law Center will provide, at long
last, the much-needed working space
for our outstanding faculty members .
Hastings is known for its ability to
attract the nation's top legal scholars
- particularly those in the famed
"Sixty-Five Club," who have

reached mandatory retirement age
elsewhere, and continue their academic careers at Hastings .
This famous group of educators
now includes such distinguished
members as a former U.S . Supreme
Court Justice, a former Chief Justice
of the California Supreme Court,
numerous deans from nationally
known law schools, and a host of
world-renowned experts in various
legal fields.
In addition to the senior professors
at Hastings, there are 33 full-time
faculty ｭ･｢ｾｲｳ＠
and 26 adjunct, or
part-time professors. These adjunct
professors are specialists in their
respective fields, highly ｾ｡ｵ､･＠
San
Francisco practitioners who devote
time to teaching at Hastings.
student body and
Hastings' ｉＮｾｲｧ･＠

PreISmIlD,

ever-expanding curriculum have
called for an increase in the number
of faculty positions . There are now
over eighty professors teaching at
Hastings, yet there are but thirtyfour offices to house them .
Many of these offices are totally
insufficent for our professors because of size and design. A number
of faculty members have been
crammed three to an office in rented
rooms in an old, run-down structure
some distance from the main build
ing . Such rented space is inaccessible, far removed from the classrooms and library. Students often
have a difficult time locating their
professors. Faculty members have
little or no space for important legal
research and course preparation.
In an age when competition for
J

top-notch legal educators is quite
keen, and when more and more
schools are retaining their senior
faculty, Hastings must intensify its
efforts to continue attracting the best
qualified professors . The lack of
adequate office space can only be
a detriment to such efforts .
Thirty-one new faculty offices will
｢ｾｬｯ｣｡ｴ･､＠
near the library in the new
Academic Facility so reference materials for class preparation and research purposes will be easily accessible.
Twenty-seven of the larger offices
in the existing building will remain
as faculty offices.
O.nce the new Academic Facility
Building is completed and operating,
our faculty will have the ample office
space that they so richly deserve.

